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Summary

The goal of the graduation work was to investigate and, if possible, improve the extrapolation
of measured data obtained by an EMC emission measurement at 3m distance to a distance of
10m. Since the emission measurements are very similar to Site Attenuation (SA)
measurements, attention was focused on how accurate various models predict the measured
SA. Furthermore, it was investigated how weil these models predict the extrapolation from 3m
to 10m for SA measurements.

All analyses performed were based on the use of dipole antennas. The dipoles were not tuned,
but of a fixed length. Basically two modeIs were used to predict the SA: one based on far field
characteristics of the antennas (simple model) and one accounting for the near field of the
antennas and mutual coupling between them (2-port model).

Comparison of measured and calculated data showed that a dominant factor in the error of the
calculated SA was the incorrect modelling of the mismatch between antenna and
measurement equipment (signal generator and spectrum analyzer). It also showed that the 2
port model was slightly better than the simple model for low frequencies and small
measurement distances (frequency range 30MHz-300MHz, measurement distances 3m and
10m) and for dipoles larger than %À.

Since the mismatch error disappears when looking at the extrapolation of data, the
fieldstrength as a function of the height of the receive antenna was also investigated. The
maximum fieldstrength found during a heightscan was normalized to OdB to eliminate the
amplitude difference found in the SA. In this way, the evaluated data depended only on the
directivity of the dipoles and wave propagation phenomena on the testsite.

The comparison of the measured and calculated fieldprofiles led to almost the same
conclusions as above: the 2-port model performs slightly better than the simple model for low
frequencies and dipoles larger than %À at 3m distance. However, evaluating the normalized
fieldprofile showed, that the measured results are also influenced by the presence of concrete
pavement tiles on the metal groundplane of the testsite. Including the effect of these tiles
improved the results significantly, especially at 10m distance for vertically polarized antennas.

The extrapolation of SA data from 3m to 10m still showed large deviations between
measurements and simulations, even when using the 2-port model and including the effect of
the tiles.
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1 Introduction

1.1 EMC and extrapolation of emission data

The chance of EM-interference has grown dramatically because of the increasing use of
electr(on)ic equipment and higher bitrates. A device can be disturbed in two ways: By
common mode currents or by radio waves.
To prevent a device from causing others to fail, a limit is set for the maximum fieldstrength
radiated at frequencies not used for the operation of the device.
There are two classes of products, A and B. A is meant for a private environment and B for
a domestic and commercial environment. The classes of products determine the distance at
which the radiated emission is measured. These are 30m and 10m respectively. The thought
behind it is that an owner can disturb his own equipment, but not that of his neighbour. The
maximum fieldstrength is given at these distances.

The regulations allow to measure at a different distance than the ones specified above. The
measured data can be extrapolated to the expected value at 10m or 30m by using the
20dB/decade-rule, which means that every tenfold of the distance the signal decays 20dB.
So for a very common measuring distance of 3m, the result is to be lowered by 10dB to get
the result at 10m. In practice this extrapolation can deviate significantly from 10dB.

To analyze the properties of the extrapolation factor it is useful to look at site attenuation
measurements. These measurements are used to validate test sites or to calibrate
antennas, depending on the unknown factor in the setup. They are very similar to emission
measurements. The only difference is that the device tested, Equipment Under Test (EUT),
on the turntable is replaced by another antenna. This has the obvious advantage that, if weil
chosen, all properties are known. The theory behind site attenuation is weil described and is
a good starting point for investigating the properties of extrapolation.

During the graduation work site attenuation measurements were performed at the Open
Area Test Site (OATS) of PTT Research and were compared with simulations. To be able to
calculate the site attenuation, two modeIs wil! be described in chapters 2,3 and 4. One is
based on the far field approximation for the dipole antennas used and the second model
uses the near field of the dipoles and includes the mutual coupling between the antennas
and groundplane. In every chapter measurement results will be compared with simulations
obtained by the modeIs.

In chapter 5 the reflection of an EM-wave at a groundplane covered with pavement tiles is
investigated and modelled. The influence on site attenuation and fieldstrength as a function
of the height of the receive antenna is discussed. Comparisons between simulated and
measured data are presented.

Finally, in chapter 6 the extrapolation of measured data from 3m to 10m wil! be discussed
for the site attenuation measurements performed with two dipoles.



1.2 Procedure for radio Interference measurements

Measurement procedures and limits are described by several CISPR documents. CISPR
stands for Comité International Special des perturbations Radio electriques. It is a special
group of the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), working on normalization of
interference measurement procedures. The documents CISPR 16 specifies the site,
measurement equipment and method. Other documents give the maximum fieldstrength for
different product groups, CISPR 22 for Information Technology Equipment (computers and
telecommunication equipment).
All radio disturbance measurements are conducted above a metal groundplane. Figure 1
shows the setup for radio disturbance measurement.

Figure 1: Measurement setup for radio disturbance measurement

The distance between EUT and receive antenna is 10m resp. 30m for different classes of
products. It is allowed to measure at a different distance. CISPR 22 suggests to calculate the
fieldstrength at a different distance according to:

(1 )

where d1 is the measuring distance and d2 is the distance where the fieldstrength is required.

Usually a small Equipment Under Test is placed at a wooden table at 1m height above the
ground, representing the normal situation of use where it would be placed on a desk. Large
equipment is placed directlyon the turntabie.

To improve reproducibility, standard test sites are described. Since ground reflections will
occur always and the reflection coefficient for different materials shows a considerable
deviation, all measurements are conducted above a metal groundplane to achieve an ideal
reflection.
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At an Open Area Test Site (OATS) no reflecting objects are allowed in an ellipse around the
setup. The EUT and receive antenna are placed in the focal points of the ellipse and when the
measuring distance is x meters, the long axis should be 2x of length, the short axis x.[3. In this
way an unwanted reflected wave from outside the ellipse travels at least twice the
measurement distance. Figure 2 shows this.

x

x/3

Receive
antenna

Figure 2: Geometry measurement setup

To find the maximum fieldstrength, the EUT is placed on a turntable and rotated during the
measurement.
Because of the metal groundplane a direct and reflected wave will reach the receive antenna.
These waves can add constructively or destructively, depending on the pathlength difference.
Figure 3 iIIustrates this.

Figure 3: Illustration of interference of two waves
as a function of the height above the
groundplane

The receive antenna is scanned in height to find the point of maximum constructive
interference. The measured fieldstrength in this case is nearly twice as large as it would be in
free space. Since the EUT in a practical situation can also be placed above a good conducting
tloor, this value is accepted as the radiated fieldstrength.



2 Simple far field based Site Attenuation model

2.1 Theoretlcal analysls

As stated before, the measurement of the site attenuation shows a great resemblance with the
measurement of the radio disturbance of an EUT. The big difference is, that instead of an EUT
placed on a turntable the measurement is conducted with two aligned antennas, preferably
with 2 tuned half wave dipoles. The setup resembles that iIIustrated in figure 1. Figure 4 shows
a two dimensional picture.

antenna

#2

Figure 4: Setup SA-measurement

Antenna 1 is fed from a Signal Generator or Tracking Generator (SG) and the voltage induced
in antenna 2 is measured with a measurement receiver (M) or spectrum analyzer.
The site attenuation (SA) gives the insertion loss of a test site. It is defined as:

(2)

In this case VrO is the voltage indicated by receiver or analyzer are connected by a 'through'.
This means that the signal generator and receiver are connected by cables, leaving the
antenna system out. VR,max is the maximum voltage indicated by the receiver or analyzer when
the receive antenna makes a heightscan. The site attenuation is the minimum attenuation
found when the receive antenna is scanned in height from 1m-4m, thus when measuring the
maximum fieldstrength between 1m and 4m. Defined in this way, the SA gives the transfer of
transmit antenna, testsite and receive antenna, since the transfer of measurement equipment
and cables is eliminated.
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To calculate the site attenuation the voltage across the input impedance of the receiver must
be known in the two situations described above. To be able to calculate this the transmit and
receive antenna are modelled as shown in figure 5.

'--------''-~I

: :
~ ~

f· ················································ ;

~~MmnMI~~:: :ln~:i a-ooc

Figure 5: Equivalent circuit for receive and transmit antenna

VA is the voltage across the load impedance of the receiver. The transmit antenna is fed from
a source Voc with output impedance of usually 50n. The antenna can be seen as an
impedance Zin' being the input impedance at the terminals of the antenna. An antenna can
only radiate power through its radiation resistance, the real part of the input impedance. The
receive antenna is a source with an induced open circuit voltage V1nd=h.E, where h is the
effective length of the antenna and E is the incident field. The voltage over the load of the
receiver can be found with simple network theory. The spectrum analyzer usually has an input
impedance of 50n.

To calculate the Site Attenuation the voltage across the load of the receiver is needed in two
cases. The voltage when the receive antenna measures the maximum fieldstrength and when
signal generator and analyzer are connected with a through. The last setup leads to VAO=Y2Voc'

since both input impedance of the receiver and the impedance of the source is 50n.

As shown in figure 5, the open-circuit voltage of an antenna and the incident field can be
related to each other by defining an effective length of the antenna. For EMC antennas the
manufacturer usually specifies the antenna factor, which is defined by:

(3)

where VA is the voltage across the load of the receiver. The advantage of using the antenna
factor is that it incorporates both the gain of the antenna and the impedance mismatch to a
50n load.
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To calculate the voltage across the load the effective length and input impedance must ba
known. The following derivation is based on theory presented in [1], [7] and [9]. In general the
power available at the terminals of a receive antenna is given by:

(4)

In this formula, 5 is the power density of the present electric field and Ae is the effective
aperture of the antenna. In general, the effective aperture of an antenna can be written as:

(5)

where Aal is the effective aperture of an isotropic radiator, given by ).}14rc. G(8,<\» stands for the
power gain of the antenna in the direction given by 8 and <\> and À is the wavelength. Since the
analysis below will be used on dipole antennas, the gain function only depends on 8 and not <\>,

because of symmetry. From now on the gain function wil! be written as G(8), but this does not
affect the validity of the formulas.

The power density caused by a transmit antenna at a distance Ris:

$- G(8)PtJ E21[Wlm~
4rcR 2 Ti2O'1t

In this case the electric field E is the time averaged modulus of the field.

E =E e -;Jll-f,RI = 1 E e -f,R=Ee -f,R
p 0 av ((2) 0

(6)

(7)

In formula 6 PI is the power transmitted by the antenna. The last equation in (6) follows from 5
= Re (E*H"), where E and Hare the electric and magnetic fieldstrength and " denotes the
complex conjugate. Using H = E/Zo' with Zo=120rc results in the right-hand part of formula 6.

The power available at the terminals of the antenna is then given by:

À2 E 2
2

P,e=G(8) -llnRln
4rc 120rc

(8)

When the antenna is used as a transmit antenna the imaginary part of the input impedance X
corresponds to the quasi stationary field. Power can only be radiated through the radiation
resistance, Le. the real part of the input impedance Rin' The power transmitted by an antenna
is then equal to lin2R,n. lin is the current at the terminals of the antenna. The reciprocity theorem
states the same holds for the receive situation, thus the power available at the terminals of that
antenna can be written as lin2Rin' lin can then be written as:

G(8) À2 E 2 _ÀE G(8)
Iin= Rin 4rc 120rc - 2rc Rin120

(9)
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Using the equivalent circuit of figure 5 and assuming the antenna is matched, meaning that
instead of a 500 load ZL=Rin-jXin , the induced open circuit voltage of the receiving antenna can
be written as:

"A.E G(9) Rin--
1t 120

The effective length of the antenna is now given by:

h=~(G(9)Rinr;
1t 120 j

When the load Zin is replaced by a 500 load, VR can be written as (see figure 5):

~ - 50 V - 50 hE
R 50+~n oe 50+~n

(10)

(11 )

(12)

(13)

(14)

Formula 12 gives the relation between the incident field and voltage across the load of the
receiver. This relation is by definition the antenna factor for an antenna terminated with a 500
load:

AF=~=h50+Zin _1t ( 120 r; (50+Zin)
VR 50 "A. ( G(9) Rin j 50

This iIIustrates immediately the influence of impedance mismatch incorporated in the antenna
factor.

To be able to calculate the antenna factor or effective length of an antenna, the power gain
and input impedance must be known. For a dipole antenna the real and imaginary part of the
input impedance can be found in [7] and is given by:

Rin= Ze ('Y+ln(p~ -Ci(P~ +.!-sin(p~[Si(2P~ -2Si(P~]
21tl 2

+ ~ cos(~+<ln(~}C~2~~-2C~~~~in-1~J

(15)

where 'Y is Euler's constant (0.5772), p is the propagation constant in air, I is the total length of
the dipole and a is the radius of the wires of the dipole.
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Si(x) and Ci(x) are the sine and cosine integrals defined as:

(16)

(17)

The second parameter needed to calculate the antenna factor or effective length is the power
gain of the dipole. It can be found in [1] and results in:

G(S)- 2F
2
(S)

"JF 2(S)sin(S)09
o

where

cos 13/cos(S)
Fi{S)- 2

sin(S)

(18)

Formula 18 gives the voltage directivity pattern of a dipole antenna with finite length. The
antenna factor gives the relationship between the incident electric field and the voltage across
the load of the receiver.

The previous analysis was performed on a receive dipole. The next paragraph shows that the
antenna factor can also be used in case the dipole is used as a transmit antenna. The antenna
factor is used to determine the incident field at the receive antenna. The incident field is
needed to be able to calculate the site attenuation. To show how the antenna factor is used,
the far field of a dipole is written as:

E- V(30P.,G(S)) e-ftld

d
(19)

In this formula, PT is the transmitted power, G is the power gain of the antenna compared to
an isotropic radiator and d is the distance travelled in air.

The transmitted power PT is equal to:

where Rin is the radiation resistance of the antenna. Substituting PT in formula 19 gives:

E- /'nV30R,nG(S)
d

To relate the current Iin to the open-circuit voltage the dipole is evaluated as a receiving
antenna.

(20)

(21)
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~nd

Using figure S, Iin results in:

VR E
/.
Ul SO SOAF SOhAF

Using V'nd=h.E and formula 22, lin can be written as:

( J
I = ~nd 1t 120
In SOAF À. G(a)R

ln

(22)

(23)

The reciprocity theorem states, that the relation between the field present at the antenna and
the current distribution on the antenna is always valid, Le. when an incident field induces a
certain current distribution on the antenna, the same field would surround the antenna when
the same current distribution is impressed on the dipole by a current source.
This means, that the relation between input current at the terminals of the dipole and the open
circuit voltage of the signal source is found by replacing Vind with Voe in formula 23.
This results in a field at distance d for a transmitting antenna with antenna factor AFT and fed
with Voc:

(24)

In this formula, À. is replaced by 27tfM/300, where fM is the frequency in MHz.

Formula 24 gives the fieldstrength at a distance d in free space, but the presence of a
groundplane results in a direct and reflected wave arriving at the receive antenna. To
determine the contribution of the reflected wave, the reflection at the groundplane is modelled
by mirror images. This means that the groundplane is replaced by a second antenna, a mirror
image. This can be done if the resulting field distribution in the halfspace above the
groundplane is the same as in the case of the presence of groundplane. From the boundary
conditions at the groundplane it follows that in case of a static positive charge the groundplane
can be replaced by an equal negative charge at the same distance beneath the groundplane.
Figure 6 shows the principle of modelling of currents above the groundplane.

77777777777Çff

8---··-i---·0 A,
p

8

77777777777777

.-_.. ...1---...,
", ' I

"'",.. Ä
: ..,~ :

....,j

Figure 6: Modelling of the groundplane by mirror images

Figure 6 shows, that for horizontal polarization the image of the current is out of phase with the
original current and for vertical polarization the image current is in phase with the source, Le.
for horizontal polarization the reflection coefficient is -1 and for vertical polarization it is 1.
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As shown above, the groundplane can be replaced by a second transmit antenna at the same
distance beneath the groundplane as the height of the original transmit antenna. fed out of
phase for horizontal polarization and in phase for vertical polarization. Calculating the incident
field is now done by adding the fields produced by both antennas.

Figure 7 shows the definition of the distance travelled in air and the angle of incidence of the
direct and reflected wave.

Figure 7: Definition of angles and distances

One factor which depends on the angle of incidence is the Gain of the antenna, present in the
antenna factor. To extract the angle dependence from the antenna factor. the gain is written as
its maximum multiplied by a normalized gain function. The gain was given by formulas 17 and
18 and showed that:

G(S)- 2F
2
(S)

KfF 2(S)sin(S)09
o

where

cos 131cos(S)
Fi(S)- 2

sin(S)

os 131
2

(25)

(26)

(27)

The maximum gain can be defined in the direction where F(S) has its maximum and results in:

G _ 2F2(S) Imax
o K

fF2(S)Sin(S)09
o

Also a normalized voltage pattern can be defined according to:

N(S)- F(S)
F(S) Imax

(28)
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Thus the gain is equal to:

G(S)=GaN2(S) (29)

In the same way we can define the antenna factor AFo in the case of maximum gain, using Go
instead of G(S). The antenna factor is then written as:

The electric field produced at a distance d results in:

V -rrf -Jld
E- oe:- M N(S)_e_

250AFo d

(30)

(31)

The total incident field can now be found by adding the contributions of bath the actual source
and the mirror image. The contribution of the mirror image must be multiplied by the reflection
coefficient, accounting for the mirror image being out of phase in case of horizontal
polarization.

This results in:

E
H
= VocJCfM NrtTt/2) e-

Jldl
-NrtTt/2) e-

Jld2
]

250AFro d1 d2

VocJCfM e -Jldl e -Jld2]E = N S --+N S __
v 250AF rt 1) d1 rt 2) d2ro

(32)

(33)

(34)

where the subscript H stands for horizontal polarization, the subscript V for vertical polarization
and the subscript T indicates the parameters of the transmit antenna.

Ta be able to calculate the site attenuation the maximum voltage across the laad of the
receiver is needed when scanning the receive antenna from 1m to 4m height. This last step is
simpie, because the antenna factor of the receive antenna directly gives the relation between
incident field and voltage across the laad. The maximum voltage measured between 1mand
4m corresponds to the maximum in fieldstrength between 1mand 4m. When using VRQ= %Voe
this leads to the following result for the site attenuation.

125AFroAFRo
SAH=·-,....------~~-----~~-e -Jldl e -Jld2

Ttf N~rtl2)NR(rtl2)___aT-NrtTt/2)NR(Tt/2)d2
ax

(35)

ax
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Here also, the subscripts Hand V indicate the polarization. The subscripts Tand R indicate
the antenna factor of the transmit and receive antenna.

ax

From this site attenuation, another widely used expression can be derived and that is the
Normalized Site Attenuation (NSA). It is defined as:

NSA- SA 125
AFraAFRD 1t ç e -f(>dl e -f(>d2

/. N~81)NR(81)--+pN~82)NR(82)--
d1 d2

(36)

In this way, the characteristics of the antennas used are eliminated, except for the directivity
patterns. When the measurements are performed with dipoles smaller than or equal to half a
wavelength the normalized directivity patterns can be written as N(8)=sin(8) and the NSA only
depends on the geometry of the measurement setup and site characteristics.

2.2 Measurements and simulations

To verify the model several site attenuation measurements were conducted at the open area
test site of PTT Research in Zoetermeer. Two different antennas were used. A dipole of 0.51 m
and a dipole of 1.53m length. The receive antenna was scanned between 1mand 4m, the
transmit antenna was placed at a height of 1m ,2m or 3m. Measurements were performed at
both 3m and 10m distance.

Both vertical and horizontal polarized measurements were performed with the dipoles of
O.51m. The other length was only used in vertical polarized measurements to obtain a different
directivity pattern. As shown in the previous section this pattern does not have an influence for
horizontal polarization.

The frequency span used was 30MHz to 300MHz. This frequency span was chosen because
the balun used was designed for this frequency range. A balun is used to convert the
BALanced signalof the dipole (neither arm is earthed) to an UNbalanced signal in the coax
cabie.

The measurements were performed with a portable AdVanTest spectrum analyzer (M, see
figure 8). The build-in tracking generator (TG) was used as source of the measurement signa!.
The power of the tracking generator was set at OdBm. This signal was amplified to 32 dBm
and a 6 dB attenuator was placed to suppress reflected signals in the coole.

The receive antenna was scanned in height automatically and the fieldstrength was recorded
every 1Ocm.

13



Figure 8 shows the measurement setup.

3m

1m4m hr

M

Figure 8: Measurement setup

The results will be presented in two ways. The measured and calculated site attenuation, using
the maximum fieldstrength recorded between 1mand 4m height of the receive antenna as a
function of the frequency and the normalized fieldstrength for one frequency as a function of
the height. In these plots the maximum fieldstrength is normalized to OdB to eliminate
amplitude differences, shown in the site attenuation, and use it to evaluate the N8A.

2.2.1 Theoretlcal antenna factor of the antennas used

As stated, the measurements were conducted with two dipoles, one of 0.51 m length and one
of 1.53m length. The dipole used was a telescopic antenna. The short dipole was obtained by
shoving it in completely. The radius of the dipole wire was 2.5mm. These values are used in
the calculations. The long dipole had no constant radius, since the elements of the telescopic
antenna differ in radius. As an average a radius of 1.5mm was used in the calculations.

The antenna factor was given in formula 13 and consists of two things: the effective length,
depending on gain and radiation resistance of the dipole and the mismatch between antenna
and input impedance of the receiver.

14



For the dipole of 0.51 m the input impedance is given by figure 9 and the antenna factor by
figure 10.

f[MHz]

Figure 9: Modulus of the input impedance
of 0.51m dipole as a function of the
frequency; (--) real part or radiation
resistance, (---) imaginary part
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Figure 10: Antenna factor as a function of the
frequency for 0.51m dipole, (--) Antenna
factor, (---) Part due to mismatch, (...)
effective length
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It shows that in the case of a dipole of 0.51 mand an ideal balun, transforming 1:1, the
antenna factor is dominated by the mismatch between the input impedance of the antenna and
the receiver. Figure 9 shows, that the real part of the input impedance is becoming smaller for
lower frequencies. This indicates that the dipole is becoming an inefficient radiator and thus
also an inefficient receiver. This is incorporated in the effective length of the antenna. The
imaginary part is increasing significantly for lower frequencies, therefor increasing the
mismatch between receiver and antenna and becoming zero at a frequency where the length
is just under half a wavelength. Below this frequency the antenna acts as a capacitor and
above as an induction.
The second factor influencing the effective length of the antenna is the powergain. The
maximum gain as a function of the frequency is shown in figure 11 for both dipoles.
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It shows that it contributes very little to the antenna factor of the 0.51 m dipole.
Figure 12 and 13 show the theoretical input impedance and antenna factor of the dipole with a
length of 1.53m.
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Figure 13: Antenna factor as a function of the
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factor, (---) Part due to mismatch, (...)
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For frequencies up to where the length of the dipole is half the wavelength the antenna factor
is determined by the imaginary part of the input impedance. The antenna factor has its
minimum where this imaginary part is zero. From there both the real and imaginary part of the
input impedance rise to infinity at the point where the dipole is one wavelength long. The
assumption of a sinusoidal current distribution on the dipole makes the input current zero and
thus the input impedance infinite. It would then be impossible to transmit or receive power with
the antenna. In practical cases the current distribution will deviate from the sinusoidal form due
to the non-zero radius of the wires.

2.2.2 Measured and ca/cu/ated site attenuatlon

The measured site attenuation is determined in the same way as the calculated site
attenuation. The spectrum analyzer measures the power delivered to the input impedance of
50n. This power is related to the received voltage by PR = VR

2/50. Expressing the site
attenuation in the received voltage across the load or the power delivered to the load makes
no difference. When using a through the power measured is given by (32-6-(measured
cableloss [dB])), where a 32 dB amplifier and 6 dB attenuator was used. The cable loss was
measured and is shown in figure 14.
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The measured site attenuation is now given by:

SAmeasullld [dBJ =32-6 -Cab/e /oss-Emax,measursd (37)

Both horizontal and vertical polarized measurements were performed with the short dipoles of
0.51 m. All other combinations of short and long dipoles were used in vertical polarized
measurements.

The expectation is that the horizontal polarized measurement are more accurate, since the
radiation pattern does not play a role and the short dipoles are shorter than a half wavelength.
To iIIustrate this, figure 15 shows the measured and calculated site attenuation for two
horizontal 0.51 m dipoles with transmit antenna at 2m height. Since all measured site
attenuations are very similar, only the results at 2m height will be shown.
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Figure 15: Site attenuation measured with horizonta/ po/arized dipo/es of 0.51m, height of
transmit antenna 2m; (--) measured, (---) ca/cu/ated

The measurements were performed with the transmit antenna at 1m, 2m and 3m. To be able
to judge correspondence of theoretical and measured site attenuation the difference is plotted
in figures 16a and 16b. The factor hl indicates the height of the transmit antenna.
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It shows that agreement for frequencies above 80 MHz is within ±4dB. The deviation between
measurements and calculated SA's is very similar for all heights of the transmit antenna and
measurements distances. This means, that probably the largest error is made in the antenna
factor, more specific the mismatch between antenna and receiver. For frequencies below 80
MHz theory and measured results deviate rapidly. Also the error made at 10m measurement
distance is larger.

Since the error in site attenuation is an accumulation of the error in the antenna factor and the
normalized site attenuation, it is not possible to identify the cause of deviation. Several causes
can be mentioned and some of them wil! be investigated later:

- Near field of the antenna: For 30MHz and 3m measurement distance the separation is only
one-third of a wavelength and for 100MHz one wavelength. When in the near field of an
antenna it is not possible to describe the behaviour with far field based effective length and
gain. In chapters 3 and 4 the situation will be reviewed by calculating the total incident field
and still use far field characteristics for the receive antenna.

- Mutual coupling between antennas: When an antenna is near another antenna or metal
object, mutual coupling influences results. A 2-port model wil! be presented in chapter 4,
including near field of both transmit and receive dipole and mutual coupling.

- Site anomalies: The model assumes an infinite large groundplane with 0=00. Mostly the
groundplane will be a metal mesh plane, where the size of the maze is one factor to
determine the approximation of an ideal groundplane. Also the finite conductivity and
permittivity of the metal determine the reflection coefficient, but it is usually easy to fulfil the
requirements to realize p=0.99. Another aspect is the size of the groundplane. A widely
used criterium is that the first Fresnel ellipse of the reflected wave should fit on the
groundplane. If it doesn't, the Fresnel reflection coefficient does not hold. A third aspect is
the fact that for Open Area Test Sites the metal plane is usually covered with tiles or
asphalt to protect it from weather influences.
This could influence the reflection of the indirect wave and will be investigated in chapter 5.

- Measurement setup: The results could be influenced by several aspect concerning the
setup of the antennas. A number of things were not looked upon due to inexperience of the
author. Wether it actually influences the measured results is not known.
* Cable layout: Leading the cable to avertical polarized antenna down immediately

after the mast could influence the results. It should be, when possible, led back
horizontal a few meters first before leading it to the ground.

* The metal foot of the mast could also influence results. In some situations it is
covered with absorbers.

* The balun will not separate the balanced and unbalanced side pertectly weil. It is
possible that one side of the balanced terminal is 'earthed' more than the other. It
could make a difference whether the arm of the dipole on this side is pointed to the
ground or not in case of vertical polarization.

* The requirements state that no object may be placed in an ellipse around the setup,
which is defined in such a way that an unwanted reflection has to travel twice the
measurement distance. When the direct and reflected wave to be measured cancel
out at the place of the receive antenna it is possible, that the result is influenced by
reflections at objects further away than specified. This will not influence site
attenuation, since it uses the maximum field strength recorded, but affects the height
above the ground at which the minimum in fieldstrength occurs.
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For vertical polarized measurement the site attenuation also depends on the directivity pattern
of the dipole and different reflection at the ground. Vertical polarized measurements are
performed with all combinations of antennas described above. Firstly, figure 17 shows the
measured and calculated site attenuation for two short dipoles of 0.51 m with the transmit
antenna at 2m height and figure 18 shows the difference between theory and measurement for
all three heights hl of the transmit antenna.
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height af transmit antenna 2m; (--) measured, (---) calculated
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Vertical polarization leads to a similar site attenuation as in the case of horizontal polarized
dipoles. The difference between theory and measurement is of the same order. Two
differences are however that the difference varies more when the height of the transmit
antenna is changed. Especially site attenuation measured at 10m distance with the transmit
antenna at 1m height differs more at frequencies above 200MHz. This can partly be explained
by the non ideal reflection at the ground, shown in chapter 5.

Another is the dip in site attenuation at 70MHz. It occurred at all heights of the transmit
antenna for vertical polarization, only in the situations where the small dipole was used as a
receiver. When the fieldstrength as a function of the height of the receive antenna was
evaluated, it showed a resonance or an interfering pattern. The dip is probably the results of a
fault in the measurement setup or external source.
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This could not be found without further investigation.

When then the short 0.51 m transmit dipole is replaced by a dipole of 1.53m, several aspects
change. The directivity pattern starts breaking up above the frequency where the length is
larger than a half wavelength and the theoretical antenna factor goes to infinity when the
dipole is a wavelength long. Figures 19 and 20 show the measured and calculated site
attenuation and the ditference between theory and measurement.
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Figure 19: Ca/cu/ated and measured site attenuation as a function of the frequency, using a
vertica/ po/arized dipo/e of 1.53m as a transmit antenna and a dipo/e of 0.51m as a receiver,
height of transmit antenna 2m; (--) measured, (---) ca/cu/ated
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Figure 20: Difference between measured and ca/cu/ated site attenuation measured with two
vertica/ po/arized dipo/es of 0.51m /ength; (--) hr=1m, (---) hr=2m, (...) hr=3m

Figure 20 shows that the difference between measurement and theory does not differ much at
3m or 10m measurement distance, indicating that the error is fairly independent of the setup.
Up to 100 MHz errors are smalI, smaller than using two short dipoles, indicating a more
accurate calculated antenna factor. There is also the dip around 70 MHz.

Above this frequency the difference increases to a maximum at 200MHz, where the theoretical
input impedance is infinite. It is obvious that the increasing error is due to incorrect effective
length and input impedance. Two aspects must be mentioned: Firstly, the input impedance
does not reach infinity, since the current distribution will deviate from the sinusoidal one.
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This results in a current not equal to zero. Secondly, the BALUN (BALanced-UNbalanced)
used in this case was a broadband transformer 1:1, designed to be used with a tuned dipole or
broadband biconical antenna. It is more difficult for a transformer to transform large
impedances, so it is possible that the transformation ratio 1:1 changes when the input
impedance increases too much.

As in the measurement with the short dipoles, the large error at 10M distance with the transmit
antenna at 1m height above 200MHz appears. As wil! be shown in chapter 5, accounting for
non ideal reflection wil! decrease the error.

Looking at formula 35 leads to the belief, that exchanging the transmit antenna and receive
antenna should produce the same results, at least in the far field. Comparing the results of
exchanged antennas gives a feelof the reproducibility of the measured site attenuation. Figure
21 and 22 show measured and calculated results, receiving with the 1.53m dipole and
transmitting with the 0.51 m dipole.
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Figure 21: Ca/cu/ated and measured site attenuation as a function of the frequency, using a
vertica/ po/arized dipo/e of 0.51m as a transmit antenna and a dipo/e of 1.53m as a receiver,
height of transmit antenna 2m; (-) measured, (---) ca/cu/ated
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To be able to compare the measured results figure 23 shows the difference between
measured site attenuation, using a 1.53m dipole as a transmit antenna and a 0.51 m dipole is a
receiver and measured results with exchanged antennas for three heights of the transmit
antenna (hl)'
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Figure 23: Differenee between measured site attenuation using a dipole of 1.53m as a transmit
antenna and a dipole of 0.51m as a reeeive antenna and measured results with exehanged
antennas;(--) h,=1m, (---) hc=2m, (...) h,=3m.

It shows a deviation of a few dB's at most frequencies. Apparent here is also the peak in
difference at 70MHz for all setups. It occurs when using the small dipole as a receive antenna
and much less when using the long dipole. It was mentioned before. There is also a peak at
50 MHz for the measurement at 10m distance and hl=2m. This was caused by a fault in
measured data.

The difference between the measured results of figure 23 could be caused of course by
influences of near field and mutual coupling. Especially the coupling between an antenna and
its mirror image cause the results of exchanged antennas to be different. However, the 2-port
model presented in chapter 4 shows only variations of a few tenths of a dB when exchanging
the antennas.

The difference can also be the result of measurement inaccuracy or a structural fault in the
measurement setup. An indication is the fact that the dip in site attenuation at 70 MHz has
disappeared for all heights of the transmit antenna. An evaluation of the measurement setup
should be done, looking at the points mentioned in the previous paragraph.

The last measurements were performed using two dipoles of 1.53m. In this case the mutual
coupling and near field effects should be maximized. For frequencies above 200 MHz the
length of the dipole is larger than the wavelength resulting in sidelobes in the directivity
pattern.
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Figures 24 show the results.
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Figure 24: Site attenuation measured with vertical polarized dipoles of 1.53m, height of
transmit antenna 2m; (--) measured, (---) calculated
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Figure 25: Difference between measured and calculated site attenuation measured with two
vertical polarized dipoles of 1.53m length; (--) hr=1m, (---) hr=2m, (...) hr=3m

Agreement is very good below 100 MHz. The input impedance is apparently more accurate for
the long dipoles. Here we also see the difference at 200MHz due to incorrect input impedance
and consequently also an incorrect effective length. At higher frequencies, the directivity
pattern of the dipole plays a role. The site attenuation is also influenced by effects such as:
Near field at 3m distance, non-ideal reflection at the ground and mutual coupling. It will be
shown in the following chapters, that accounting for these effects will improve the results.
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2.2.3 Normallzed f1eldstrength above the ground

The fieldstrength as a function of the height of the receive antenna is of interest because it
shows the ability of the model to not only predict the maximum fieldstrength but at every height
of the transmit antenna. lts shape depends on the propagation of the waves, reflection at the
groundplane and directivity pattern of the antennas used. It can be used to verify the
calculated normalized site attenuation.
Another reason to look at the fieldstrength as a function of the height is that it could be of help
for increasing accuracy of extrapolation of measured data from 3m to 10m. In the case of
emission measurements the maximum fieldstrength at 3m distance is recorded while the
maximum occurring at 10m is desired. Maybe the measured fieldstrength as a function of the
height could identity parameters needed to achieve more accurate extrapolation. This could be
the topic of future investigations.

PresentatIen ef the results

Both measured and calculated field were recorded at 31 heights, from 1m to 4m in steps of
0.1 mand at 28 frequencies, from 30MHz to 300MHz in steps of 10MHz. Taking the maximum
of 31 heights at every frequency leads to the site attenuation presented in the previous
paragraphs. It shows that there are significant differences in amplitude for some cases
between measured and calculated data. In this chapter the goal is to compare the shape of the
measured fieldstrength as function of the height of the receive antenna with the calculated
data. The fieldstrength above the ground will be denoted as the fieldprofile for one particular
frequency. To eliminate the difference in amplitude, the 31 height data for one particular
frequency will be corrected by a constant [dB] to normalize the maximum value to OdB. This
leads to 28 normalized height profiles for a certain measurement setup, containing 31 data
points. Since it is impossible to show all results, the rms error will be used to evaluate
correspondence between measured and calculated fieldprofile. For every height at one
particular frequency the difference in dB between normalized calculated and measured
fieldstrength is determined and weighed according to formula 38 to obtain a single rms error
for that fieldprofile. When the normalized fieldstrength at a height hr above the ground is
written as Emaasuroo(hr) and the normalized calculated fieldstrength as Ecalculalad(hr) this results in:

1 31 2

Q= 31 L [Emaasu,eJ.h,(/))-EcalculateJh,(/))]
I-I

(38)

First the results wil! be presented for the case of two horizontal polarized dipoles of 0.51 m. In
these cases directivity does not play a role. Furthermore near field effects are smaller for
horizontal polarized dipoles, because they are aligned in such a way that the near field radial
fieldcomponent (pointing in the direction of propagation) does not affect results, only the
tangential fieldcomponent (perpendicular to the direction of propagation) differs from the far
field approximation. For vertical polarized measurements both near field tangential and radial
field component contribute to the measured fieldstrength.

Therefore the model is expected to do better in case of horizontal polarized dipoles compared
to vertical polarized measurements. This is shown in figure 26. The subscript hl indicates the
height of the transmit antenna.
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Figure 26: Rms error (0) between normalized measured and calculated fieldprofiles for two
horizontal polarized dipoles of O.51m; (--) h,=1m, (---) hF 2m, (...) h,=3m

In general a small value of Q means good agreement of measured data and a large value not.
The following remarks must be made. For low frequencies the height profile is usually a slow
ascending or descending line. Calculated data with a different slope still lead to a small
average error. At higher frequencies minimums and maximums occur. Since both measured
and calculated data are sampled every 10cm, it is very Iikely not to obtain the absolute
maximum or minimum. This could lead to a larger Q. Also when the calculated data seems to
be shifted a Iittle compared to the measured data, this will lead to large errors at the piaces of
the minima.

The figures 26a and 26b show an maximum rms error of 5dB. The model predicts the
fieldstrength as a function of the height weil. For low frequencies the error seems to increase,
especially at 10m distance. This is due to a combination of 2 factors: The dipoles of 0.51 m
become less effective for low frequencies and the phase difference between direct and
reflected wave is getting closer to 1t due to increasing wavelength. Therefor they will interfere
more destructively. Because of the lower signal strength, noise becomes more apparent in the
measured results. At 10m those effects are stronger, because the signal strength is even
smaller and path length difference is not as large as at 3m.

For frequencies above 200MHz the error increases, due to small shifts in height. A small shift.
can be explained by reflection at a non ideal groundplane as will be shown in chapter 5. It
could also be the consequence of inaccuracy in measurement distance or height of the
antennas. Figure 27 shows the typical situations for the situations described above: The noisy
measurements at low frequencies and the shift of the fieldstrength in height at higher
frequencies.
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Figure 27: Normalized E-field as a function of the height of the receive antenna, using two
horizontal polarized dipoles of O.51m; (--) measured, (---) calculated.

For measurements with two vertical polarized dipoles of 0.51 m, the results are shown in figure
28. Near field and directivity have an influence on the results, but since the length of the
dipoles is not longer than half a wavelength, the model should give good results.
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Figure 28: Rms error (0) between normalized measured and calculated fieldprofiles for two
vertical polarized dipoles of O.51m; (--) h1=1m, (---) h1=2m, (...) hr=3m

Several aspects are of interest. At 3m distance the average error is small for all heights of the
transmit antenna. In general the shape of the graph corresponds to the one of the measured
fieldstrength.
For low frequencies the fieldstrength as a function of the height is a descending function
without extremes. The slope predicted by the model is not correct, but the difference between
two lines is not large. Also the measurements below 50MHz are noisy. Figure 28b shows that
at 10m the error at low frequencies is smaller, since here far field conditions are reached.

At 3m distance and higher frequencies the calculated graphs seem to be shifted a little
compared to the measured data. A small shift can be explained by inaccuracy of antenna
height, but also by influence of the groundplane, iIIustrated in chapter 5.

There are two deviations shown in figure 28 which could not be explained. For the
measurement at 3m distance with the transmit antenna at 1m height it is the most obvious, but
it showed in all measurements with a small dipole of 0.51 m as a receiver. Figure 28 shows two
peaks in error at 70MHz and 130MHz. 70MHz is also the frequency where the measured site
attenuation show a dip.
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The fieldstrength as a function of the height at these frequencies shows an interference pattern
or resonance not predicted by the model (see figure 29). This could be the result of a fault in
the measurement setup or interference from an external source.

Large errors occur also at 10m distance for frequencies above ±120MHz. Up to that frequency
correspondence is good, with a small average error. Above this frequency the calculated and
measured data show differences from stretched and shifted plots to no resemblances at all.
This is mostly due to the influence of the pavement on top of the metal groundplane. These
results are presented in chapter 5.
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Figure 29: Normalized E-field as a function of the height of the receive antenna, using two
vertical polarized dipoles of 0.51m; (--) measured, (---) calculated

The measurements with one short dipole of 0.51 mand one long dipole of 1.53m were done to
iIIustrate the influence of a more complex directivity pattern due to an antenna length that is
not small compared to the wavelength for high frequencies. They can also be used to check
the reproducibility of the measurement results, as stated in the previous paragraph. Although
very small differences are expected because of mutual coupling, the rms error should not differ
more than a few tenths of a dB for the comparison of measured and calculated fieldprofile
when exchanging antennas.

Figures 30 show the rms error when using a long dipole of 1.53m as a receive antenna and a
short dipole of 0.51 m as transmit antenna and when antennas are exchanged.
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Figure 30: Rms error (0) between normalized measured and calculated fieldprofiles for two
vertical polarized dipoles; (--) h,=1m, (---) h,=2m, (...) h,=3m

Figure 30 shows two effects already observed with the short dipoles: For low frequencies the
rms error increases due to the near field at 3m distance and an increase in rms error at 10m
distance above ±120MHz due to non ideal reflection at the groundplane.

Up to 200MHz agreement is good, although smal! shifts in the fieldprofiles were observed. At
200 MHz the dipole is one wave length long. Above this frequency the measured and
calculated data start to deviate. This is worse at 3m distance compared to 10m distance. The
deviations start with wrong slopes of lines and/or different values of extremes, as iIIustrated by
figure 31. For very high frequencies (270MHz-300MHz) and a measurement distance of 3m
the results differ completely. This can partly be explained by the length of the antenna. When
using the effective length to relate incident field and open circuit voltage across the terminals
of the antenna it assumes a plane wave arriving at a certain angle. Apparently this is not the
case at 3m distance. In chapter 4 will be shown that calculating the total incident field (also
radial components) and integrating over the length of the antenna improves the results.
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Figure 31: Normalized E-field as a function of the height of the receive antenna for two vertical
polarized dipoles; (--) measured, length transmit dipole 1.53, receive dipole 0.51m, (-.-.-)
measured, length transmit dipole 0.51, receive dipole 1.53m, (---) calculated

Comparing corresponding measurements with exchanged transmit and receive antennas
shows that in general agreement is good and differences are smaller than one or a few dB's in
amplitude. Agreement is better at 10m distance and for higher heights of the transmit antenna.
Most problems occur with the transmit antenna at 1m height at 3m distance. Typical
differences are different minima or a more 'noisy' character, as iIIustrated in figures 31. There
are however serious deviations. One appears around 70MHz, where the measurement with a
small dipole as a receiver shows a resonance or interference, but the corresponding
measurement with a long receive dipole not. It occurs at all distances and heights, although
more dominant at 1m height. It could be a structural fault in the measurement setup, since it
also appears in the measurements with two short dipoles. Also a significant difference between
100MHz and 130MHz is present. This only occurs at 1m height of the transmit antenna and
3m distance.

At 10m distance there are larger errors with the transmit antenna at 1m height for frequencies
above 220 MHz. The errors range from a small shift at 250 MHz to an additional maximum or
irregular shape. shown in figure 32. When the transmit antenna is placed higher, agreement
improves significantly.
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Figure 32: Normalized E-field as a function of the height of the receive antenna for two vertical
polarized dipoles; (--) measured, length transmit dipole 1.53, receive dipole 0.51m, (-.-.-)
measured, length transmit dipole 0.51, receive dipole 1.53m, (---) calculated
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The last measurements were performed with two dipoles of 1.53m to increase the influence of
effects mentioned above: Two complex directivity patterns and long antennas compared to the
wavelength for high frequencies. The results are shown in figure 33.
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Figure 33: Rms error (Q) between normalized measured and calculated fieldprofiles for two
vertical polarized dipoles of 1.53m; (--) h,=1m, (---) h,=2m, (...) hF3m

All the arguments used above can be used here also. Near field effects appear at low
frequencies and disappear at 10m distance. The average error here is smaller compared to the
previous measurements because the longer dipoles are more effective and better matched to
the receiver at those frequencies.
Also results become less accurate for high frequencies due to the length of the dipole and at
10m due to non ideal reflection.
At 3m distance no errors appear at 70MHz. This is apparently inherent to the short dipole.
There are however still deviations around 130MHz. Figure 34 show some results to indicate
the causes above.
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3 Near field analysis of the Site Attenuation

3.1 Near and far field of a dipole antenna according to Schelkunoff

In the previous chapter the SA was calculated by using the directivity and antenna factor of the
antennas used and a ray model for propagation of the radiated field. These are typical far field
characteristics. When measuring the Site Attenuation the ground and antennas are closely
spaced. For a distance of 3m and a frequency of 100 MHz the transmit antenna and receive
antenna are just separated by one wavelength.

To come to a more exact solution, the total radiated field of a dipole will be used, instead of a
far field approximation. There are very simple analytic formulas that give the radiated field of a
dipole antenna, valid for both near and far field. The theory was developed by Schelkunoff and
is among other things described in [1], pp 284-290.

The theory is valid for very thin dipoles. The assumption can then be made that the current
distribution on the dipole is sinusoidal and there is no current perpendicular to the dipole.
When the dipole is longer than a half wavelength, the current distribution will deviate from the
sinusoidal form, but as a first order estimation it will do very weil. Figure 35 shows the
geometry for calculating the radiated field.

d

z'

E,~
1--------. Ep

P(P.<I>.z)
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112

Figure 35: Geometry for calculating
radiated field

The assumption of a very thin dipole leads to the following description of the current
distribution in space:

ï,(K ,t,2') • ä,/osin[~ [~ -12' I] -1/2~2'~ 1/2 (39)

To calculate the field produced by a current distribution as defined in formula 39, a vector
potential A will be defined.
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Jt can be written as:

_ I {o ~ ( };i>R #2 ~ ( };i>R}A=az-4z=a~ fsin ~ -.!..+z' e dz+fSin ~ -.!..-z e dz
41t -#2 2 R ° 2 R

The magnetic field is related to the vector potential A by:

- 1 - -1 aAH=_VxA=-a.--
J.1 J.1 ap

(40)

(41)

(42)

The vector potential and magnetic field are independent of the coordinate C\>. because of
azimuthal symmetry. This makes it easy to express the vector potential and magnetic field as
a function of cartesian coordinates. Using C\> = 1t /2 reduces x and y to:

x=dcosC\>=0
y=dsifJC\> =d

a_a
ad-ay

Combining (40), (41) and (42) results in the following expression for H:

H=-a.~~{fs;nl~(-.!.+z']e-»Rdz'+jsInr, -.!.-z']e-JlRdz'} (43)
41t ay -#2 L(2 .RoL l2 R

When the integral is solved the result is a simple expression for the magnetic field:

H =-~ 1re-~Rl+e-~R'-2Col~/k-~r] (44)
• 41tJYL (2 J

The next step is to find the corresponding electric field components. According to Maxwell E is
given by:

E=_1_VxH
jroe

(45)

Since the magnetic field is independent of C\> and that there is only a magnetic field component
in the C\> direction. the electric field simplifies in the y-z plane to

1 1 a 1 1 a
Ez=-.--(dH.)=_._-(yH.)

Jroe d ad Jroe yay
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These equations lead to the following results.

~/o [ I f;-JI\R.{ I ~-JI\R. (~/r;-jl\']Ep=Ey=J z-_ Z+_ -2zcos -
41t 2 Rl 2 R2 2 r

~
l e-Jr.R, e-JI\R. (~/)e-JI\,]Ez=-J 0 __+__-2cos_

41t Rl R2 2 r

(48)

(49)

The simple site attenuation model uses far field expressions to calculate the incident field at
the receive antenna. Using formula 49 for the electric field makes the model more accurate. In
the following paragraphs also a 2-port model will be presented. This model also includes near
field of the dipoles as weil as mutual coupling. By adding the theory of Schelkunoff to the
simple site attenuation model, the influence of the near field radiated by the transmit dipole
can be isolated.

The SA can be found in the following way. As in chapter 2, the voltage VA across the load of
the receiver is %Voc when cables are connected using a through. To calculate the maximum
received voltage with the antenna system the incident field at the receive antenna must be
found. Since only a fieldcomponent along the antenna can be received the only expression
needed is the one for Ez. We can write Ez as follows:

where

,{e-JI\R. e-Jr.R. _ (~/)e-jl\']P __+__ 2cos-
Rl R2 2 r

(50)

(51)

To calculate the amplitude of the signal, 10 must be known. The input current of the dipole and
10 are related by:

Figure 5 can be used to find the relation between the open circuit voltage of the signal
generator and Iln:

I _ Voc

In 50+Zln

Now 10 can be expressed as:

l- Voe

o sin(~1/2)(50+Zln)

(52)

(53)

(54)

where the signal generator has a source impedance of 500 and Zin is the input impedance
according to formula 14 and 15.
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Thus the produced field is given by:

E _ Vocl1 P'
z sin(13//2}(50+Z'n}41t

(55)

The groundplane is replaced by a mirror image and the two fields are added. This means that
the factor P', given by formula 51 will differ for original antenna and mirror image. When figure
7 is used to define the correct distance and the P' factor of the original antenna is denoted Ps'
and P' of the mirror image PM', the site attenuation is given by:

SA=_A"""":FR=rP=in:::;-(13_//"",,,,:2:::;-}(5-;-0_+_~n_}
60[Ps+pPM]max

(56)

Here the antenna factor of the receive antenna is used to relate the voltage across the load of
the receiver and the incident field.

There is however a drawback. The antenna factor, calculated in the direction of maximum gain
is used to relate the incident field and voltage over the load of the receiver. Therefore, by
using Ez instead of the total field, it is implicitly assumed that the normalized directivity pattern
has a shape of sin(S}. This can be understood when the total field is resolved in a component
along the receive antenna (Ez, by multiplying the total field with sin(S)) and perpendicular to the
receive antenna. Thus using Ez means, that the receive antenna has to be small compared to
the wavelength, up to a half wave length. Unlike in chapter 2 it is not allowed to use a typical
far field directivity pattern N(S} Iike in formula 28. The incident field is not by definition an
incoming TEM-wave and multiplying F(S} with the total field leads to invalid results.

3.2 Measurements and simulations

3.2.1 Measured and calculated Site Attenuation

It is expected that the use of the results above lead to a more accurate site attenuation for low
frequencies and describe the long dipole better at the high frequencies. Two aspects are
influenced by using the theory described above. The mismatch between antenna and analyzer
is still accounted for separately, but Schelkunoff relates the input current to the transmitted
field. The parameters effective length and directivity are incorporated in the model.

Plotting the results for horizontal polarized dipoles of 0.51 m lead to the following results.
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Figure 36: Measured and calculated site attenuation for 2 horizontal polarized dipoles of O.5tm
with the transmit antenna at 2m height, calculated with total field of dipole; (--) measured, (---)
calculated with Schelkunoff

There is a small improvement over the simpte model. At 30MHz and 40MHz the near field has
a small influence. The small difference reassures. that the deviation for low frequencies is
caused by an inaccurate description of the input impedance and mismatch with the receiver,
but not of the incident field at the receive antenna. To see what changes compared to the
simple model, figure 37 shows the difference between the results of the simple model and the
results obtained by using Schelkunoff as presented in the previous paragraph.
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Figure 37: Difference between theoretical site attenuation for 2 horizontal polarized dipoles of
O.5tm, calculated with the simple model and using Schelkunoff; (--) h,=tm, (---) h,=2m, (...)
h,=3m.

There is only a small difference of 1 dB at 30MHz, for all heights of the antenna at 3m
distance. The results with Schelkunoff are actually 1 dB higher, so the difference between
theory and measurement increases. At 10m distance the results are, as expected, even closer.

For vertical poJarized dipoles of 0.51 m the results differ slightly more. Figure 38 shows the
measured and calculated site attenuation.
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Figure 38: Measured and calculated site attenuation for 2 vertical polarized dipoles of O.51m
with the transmit antenna at 2m height, calculated with total field of dipole; (--) measured, (---)
calculated with Schelkunoff

The difference between both models shown in figure 39 shows a variation of about 1 dB at
lower frequencies, again due to the influence of the near field. It differs for various heights of
the transmit antenna, but this is a result of a different directivity pattern, also affected by the
near field. Figure 43 in the following paragraph shows the contributing fieldcomponents at 3m
distance of the dipole in a polar plot to iIIustrate the near field.

The differences are so small that it is difficult to determine whether it is an improvement or not.
At those frequencies larger errors are made by an inaccurate antenna factor. For higher
frequencies both modeIs give exact the same results.
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Figure 39: Difference between theoretical site attenuation for 2 horizontal polarized dipoles of
O.51m, calculated with the simple model and using Schelkunoff; (--) ht=1m, (---) h,=2m, (...)
h,=3m.

When using a dipole of 1.53m the difference is apparent for all frequencies at 3m distance
Figure 43 shows that even at 300MHz the total field of a dipole of 1.53m differs from the far
field approximation. Again the measured and calculated site attenuation is shown.
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Figure 40: Measured and calculated site attenuation for vertical polarized dipoles with a
transmit antenna of 1.53m length at 2m height and a receive antenna of 0.51m, calculated with
total field of dipole; (--) measured, (---) calculated with Schelkunoff

The difference between both modeIs is shown in figure 41.
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Figure 41: Difference between theoretical site attenuation for 2 horizontal polarized dipoles of
0.51m, calculated with the simple model and using Schelkunoff; (--) h,=1m, (---) h,=2m, (...)
h,=3m.

Here the differences are somewhat larger, with a maximum of 1.5 dB at 3m. At 10m the
difference is almost independent of the height of the transmit antenna, but there is still a
significant difference. This can be explained by a difference in effective length, if it is compared
to a far field characteristic. At 3m the incident field differs also from the far field approximation
leading to larger differences, depending on the height of the transmit antenna. Still the
differences are smal! compared to other measurement errors.

3.2.2 Norma/lzed fleldstrength above the ground

The fieldstrength as function of the height of the receive antenna above the ground will be
looked upon in the same way as in the chapter 2. For both the measured and the calculated
fieldprofile, the maximum occurring between 1mand 4m is normalized to OdB. As stated above
the theory of Schelkunoff differs from the simple model in using the total field instead of far
field approximation and the directivity pattern is incorporated in the formulas.
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It is expected however that the simple model describes the behaviour of the short dipoles
adequately.

To iIIustrate the influence of near field, the tangential and z- component of the field radiated by
a dipole were calculated. In the far field of the dipole, the radial component is zero and the z
component of the field can be found according to:

(57)

where Ez, Et and S are defined as in figure 42.

Er

Figure 42: Definition of tangential, radial and z-component of the radiated field of a dipole.

Although the tangential component of the field ditfer for the near field and the far field, this
difference is smal!. Figure 43 shows the modulus of the z-component of the near field and the
modulus of the near field tangential component, multiplied by sin(S). If there is a ditference
between the two, this is mostly due to a radial component of the field. At 3m distance
difference between the tangential far field component and tangential near field component is
approximately 1dB.
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Figure 43 shows that for a dipole of 0.51 m only at low frequencies a difference occurs. At
300MHz, the z-component according to Schelkunoff and the resolved tangential component
are equa!. The dipole of 1.53m shows also a difference at higher frequencies. Therefore using
Schelkunoff wiJl lead to different results at low frequencies for both antennas and also at high
frequencies for the long dipole.

To find these effects the average difference between measured and calculated normalized
fieldstrength as a function of the height of the receive antenna wiJl be presented. Figure 44
shows the rms error Q as a function of the frequency for the measurements with two horizontal
polarized dipoles of 0.51 m at 3m and 10m distance.
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Figure 44: Rms error (0) between normalized measured and calculated fieldprofiles for two
horizontal polarized dipoles of 0.51m using Schelkunoff; (--) h,=1m, (---) h,=2m, (...) h,=Sm

Comparing figure 44 with figure 26 in chapter 2 shows that for horizontal polarization there is a
very smal! difference with the simple model. At very low frequencies (SO-40MHz) results differ
a little, as shown in figure 45, but elsewhere no difference occurs. This results is as expected,
since the radial component of the field does not influence the results much and directivity does
not play a role for horizontal polarized dipoles.
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Figure 45: Normalized E-field as a function of the height of the receive antenna, using two
horizontal polarized dipoles of 0.51m; (--) measured, (---) calculated with Schelkonoff, (...)
calculated with simple model

For short vertical polarized dipoles there is a difference for lower frequencies at Sm distance.
Comparing figure 46 to figure 28 shows this. It is difficult to judge the improvement, since the
measurement results are noisy. At other distances and frequencies there are very small
differences up to a few tenth's of a dB. At 10m there is absolutely no difference. It also shows
that using the total field does not account for the errors at 60MHz and 1S0MHz and the large
errors at 10m distance.
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Figure 46: Rms error (Q) between normalized measured and calculated fieldprofiles for two
vertical polarized dipoles of O.51m using Schelkunoff; (--) h,=1m, (---) hr=2m, (...) h,=3m

Figure 47 shows three results to indicate the arguments above.
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Figure 47: Normalized E-field as a function of the height of the receive antenna, using two
vertical polarized dipoles of O.51m; (--) measured, (---) calculated with Schelkonoff, (...)
calculated with simple model

The largest improvement is obtained when using a dipole of 1.53m as a transmitter. Again the
radial field component influences results for vertical polarized measurements at low
frequencies. but also at high frequencies improvement is significant. although there are still
differences between measurements and calculated data. Figure 48 shows the rms error of the
measurements with one long and one short dipole for vertical polarization.
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Figure 48: Rms error (Q) between normalized measured and calculated fieldprofiles for two
vertical polarized dipoles using Schelkunoff, length of transmit dipole 1.53m, length of receiver
0.51m; (--) h,=1m, (---) hr=2m, (...) hr=3m

Comparing the results shown in figure 48 with the rms error when using the simple model of
figure 30 shows that at 3m distance the error at higher frequencies is reduced significantly.
Figure 30 shows a larger error with the transmit antenna at 1m height, but that has
disappeared in figure 48. This is accounted for by the near field of the transmit antenna.
At 10m distance this effect is much smaller. Only with a transmit antenna at 3m height it
improves results. Figure 49 shows several fieldprofiles to indicate the arguments above.
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Figure 49: Normalized E-field as a function of the height of the receive antenna, using two
vertical polarized dipoles of 0.51m; (--) measured: length transmitter 0.51m length receiver
1.53m, (---) calculated with Schelkonoff, (...) calculated with simple model
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4 2-port Site Attenuation model

4.1 Theoretlcal analysls

When antennas are near each other mutual coupling will influence the measurement results.
For lower frequencies at close range, far field prediction is not accurate enough to find the field
radiated by the transmit antenna. All these effects are accounted for in the two port impedance
model. In this model the antenna system is considered as a black box. The transfer from
antenna #1 to antenna #2, the site attenuation, is given by the relation between the current
through the antenna terminals and the voltage across it. Figure 50 shows the antennas used
and their mirror images.

V1,11/

/'1
#2~

/'V2.12

V3,13/

/#3

777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777

#4~
/' V4,I4

Figure 50: Antenna and their images

Every antenna can be characterized by its voltage across the input and the current through the
antenna. When a voltage is applied to the terminals, the current is determined by the
selfimpedance of the antenna. This can be written as, for antenna #1, V1=Z11.*11. Also when
a current is running through another antenna it will induce a voltage across the terminals of all
other antennas. The current in antenna #x and the voltage across the terminals of antenna #1
can be related by a mutual impedance. It is defined as:

VI
ZIX=-,-1 all other currenls zero, port 1 open-circuiled

x

(58)

The relation between the voltage across the terminals of antenna #x and the current through
antenna #y can be written as Vx=Zxy.ly.

When antenna #1 is denoted as the transmit antenna and antenna #2 as the receive antenna,
the voltage across the terminals of #1 and #2 can be written as:

VI =ZII'1 +Z12'2+Z13'3 +Z14'4

V 2=Z21'1 +Z22'2 +Z23'3 +Z24'4

In this way the antenna system can be modeled as a two port, as shown in figure 51.

(59)
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Antenna system

Zl1 Z12
L..-------&'H Z 21 Z 22

Figure 51: Network representation of the
antenna system

The current of the mirror antenna wil! be equal to the current of the corresponding original. In
case of horizontal polarization, the mirror image is out of phase with the original and for
vertical polarization it is in phase, so:

{GO}

where p is the reflection coefficient.

Figure 52 shows various self and mutual impedances needed.

Figure 52: Definition of mutua/ impedances

Because of reciprocity the transfer from a transmiUing antenna to a receive antenna is the
same as in the situation where their roles are switched. This means that the mutual impedance
from #x to #y is the same as from #y to #x, meaning Zxy=Zyx where x and y indicate different
antennas. The symmetry of the setup also validates Z23=Z14" This results in the following
equations:

VI ={ZII +PZ;2}/1 +{ZI2+PZI4}/2 {G1}
V2={ZI2+PZ23}/1 +{Z22+pZ24}/2

or
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V, =W,,', +W'2'2
V2=W'2', +W22'2

where

W" =Z" +pZ'2
W'2=Z'2+PZ23
W22=~2+P~4

When the signal generator has an impedance of Zs, usually 5an, and the analyzer an
impedance of Za, usually 5an, VI and V2 can also be expressed as:

V,=Vs-ZS'1

V2=-Zo'2

where V, is the source voltage.

(63)

(64)

To find the site attenuation the maximum of V2 during a heightscan must be found. Solving the
equations above lead to

When using a through V2 is given by

v: =v ~o2.0 S Z +Z
S 0

The site attenuation can be written as

SA= V2.0 J (~,+ZS)(W22+Zd-WI
2
2

V2max l (Zs+ZJ WI2 min

(65)

(66)

(67)

(68)

To calculate the site attenuation the mutual and self impedances are needed of the antennas
used. Formula 58 states that the mutual impedance Zxy can be calculated by dividing the
open-circuit voltage at port #x by the current at port #y, with all other currents zero.
The open circuit voltage at the terminals of an antenna can be written as

Voc=...:!.- f E'nc'Jt dV
'In anrsnna

T9gloo

where Iin is the current at the terminals, Je is the current distribution of the receive antenna
when transmitting and Elnc is the incident field when the antenna structure is removed. The
centre dot represents the in-product of both vectors.
In case of two thin dipole antennas the current distribution is given by formula 39. Formulas 48
and 49 can be used to calculate the incident field.
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Since there is only a current in the z-direction, the integrand can by simplified to 11(z)Ez(z). With
use of figure 53, the open-circuit voltage of antenna 2, V21J referred to its current at the input
terminals, can be written as:

y

y'

Figure 53: Dipa/e pasitianing far determining
mutua/ caupling

Lp

V2l=-~ f EZ21(z)/2(Z)dz (69)
/21 -Lp

When 11m is the amplitude of the current in antenna 1 (10 in the formula 39) and 12m is the
amplitude of the current in antenna 2, this results in the following expression for V21 •

v,,'i'l/,m/2m j sJ~[/_lzlîl re-ll
R

, + e'''''' -2COS[~/}·,Jz (70)
4x/21 -Lp ~ 2 lIt Rl R2 2 r f

The mutual impedance referred to the input current 111 of antenna 1 is given by:

1.J2 ~[]~[ [ };}
I I I. -f,lR, -f,lR, I -f,lrZ21l=/' lm 2m f sin ~ ":-Izi _e_+_e_-2cos!2. e z

4x/2/ 1I -Lp 2 Rl R2 2 r

Further Im/l j can be written as:

'm_ 1

Tsin~~J

and thus

1.J2 ~[M [ };}_• 11 "2_ e -f,lR, e -f,l~ _ ~/1 e -f,lr
- Sin _ Z __+__ 2cos _ Z

~11 J4xsin(~',12)sin(~/i2) -L ~ 2 I I Rl R2 2 r
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The self impedance can be derived in the same way, except that now the incident field is
calculated by using the same antenna as a transmitter and calculate the field at the radius a of
the dipole, using the theory of Schelkunoff. Figure 54 show the geometry for calculating the
self impedance of a dipole.

dz

1/2

+-....IL...--1radius of dipole
................'-----+-------'

Figure 54: Geometry for ca/cu/ating the self
impedance of a dipo/e

This field is multiplied by its own current distribution and Voe is calculated by solving the
integral in formula 74:

1,12 ~{ ]~[ oR' [f;}/ -Jk ,-JkR, k/ -jkr
z,lI=j .; f sin ..2.-lzl _e_+_e_-2cos _1 e z

41tsln (k//2) -1,/2 2 Rl R2 2 r

To solve all integrals the extended trapezium rule was used with a step size of 1/200. The
extended trapezium rule is defined by:

1F(X)dx==JF(x1) +F(x1+h)+F(x1+2h)+....+F(x2-h) + F(X2)]
xl 't 2 2

4.2 Measurements and sImulatIons

4.2.1 Measured and ca/cu/ated Site Attenuatlon

(74)

(75)

This model leads to the most exact solution in this report. Several aspects are still not
accounted for, like non sinusoidal current distribution for long dipoles, influence of the balun
and influence of a non ideal groundplane. What it accounts for is near field transmission and
response of the dipoles, their finite length and the coupling between the nearby groundplane
and other antenna.

The influence of mutual coupling is indicated by the following reasoning. When an antenna is
near another antenna or metal object the field it radiates induces a current in that other
antenna or metal object. This induced current will radiate a field and this induced field will in its
turn influence the current on the original radiating antenna. The results is a different input
current at the terminals of the original antenna when applying the same voltage to the
terminals. This also gives an idea of when this effect will seriously influence the results.
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In the case of two antennas the maximum power transferred is when they 'see' each other in
the direction of maximum gain and are closely spaced. This applies also for the influence of
mutual coupling. It influences results most when the original antenna and metal object or other
antenna can transfer power best, so when aligned properly and close together.

The conclusion is that mutual coupling wil! influence results most for horizontal polarized
dipoles. All antennas of the system (including mirror images) are aligned in direetion of
maximum gain. In most cases the antenna closest to the transmit or receive antenna is its
mirror image, so this wil! influence results for horizontal polarization. For vertical polarized
dipoles the mirror image is in the direction of a minimum gain, so the influence wil! be smal!.

Another aspect of influence is the difference in calculating the input impedance of the dipoles.
From the previous chapters it has become clear that a very large influence on the site
attenuation is the mismatch between antenna and receiver or generator. Formulas 14 and 15
were used in chapter 2 to calculate the input impedance. In this chapter the input impedance
was calculated by solving formula 74 numerically, using the extended trapezium rule. To see
the influence of slightly different results by solving the input impedance in a different manner,
figure 55 shows the difference in mismatch between the two methods. Formula 76 shows the
equation used to calculate this difference.

~ 50+Z. . ,} ~50+Z.. ]A. =20 *Iog m,s/mp,s 20 *Iog m,numSflC
mismatch 10 50 10 50

(76)

-2

300200100
-3 '-----'-----'--------'

o
f[MHz]

Figure 55: Difference in mismatch between
dipole and 500 load by calculating the input
impedance numerically or with the far field
approximation; (--) dipole of 1.53m, (---)
dipole of O.51m

This shows that for a small dipole the results differ only ± 0.25dB, but for a dipole of 1.53m
variations up to 2 dB occur. The difference occurs in the imaginary part of the impedance. This
explains the periodicity. A variation up to 20% between both methods is recorded. The real
part is almost the same. This difference will be seen in the calculated site attenuation
immediately using the different models without the necessity of a difference caused by a more
exact modelling of the system.

First the difference between the simple model and 2-port model wil! be looked upon for two
smal! horizontal polarized dipoles. Figure 56 shows this.
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Figure 56: Difference in calculated site attenuation using the simple model and 2-port model
for two horizontal dipoles of O.51m; (--) h,=1m, (---) h,=2m, (...) ht=3m

When the total radiated field was used in calculations in the previous paragraph, figure 37
showed a difference with the simple model at low frequencies only, independent of the height
of the transmit antenna. Figure 56 shows a difference depending on the height of the transmit
antenna for low frequencies. This is caused by the mutual coupling between the transmit
antenna and its mirror image. Furthermore variations at high frequencies are caused by both
integrating the incident field along the antenna and mutual coupling. In total all effects
incorporated in the 2-port model account for a maximal deviation of ±1.5dB compared to
simple far field theory at 3m distance. At 10m the difference is as expected even smaller. The
2-port model accounts for small effects, but in the cases analyzed in the report there are other
deviations between theory and model that cause much greater errors.

Site attenuation for 2 vertical aligned dipoles of 0.51 m is found to vary more. The influence of
mutual coupling with the mirror images is neglectible in the case. Figure 57 shows the
difference between the simple model and the 2-port model.
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Figure 57: Difference in calculated site attenuation using the simple model and 2-port model
for two vertical dipoles of O.51m; (--) ht=1m, (---) ht=2m, (...) h,=3m

It shows a similar result as in figure 39 where the simple model was compared to the model
using the total radiated field. Again near field causes deviations up to almost 2dB for low
frequencies and the plots show a slight difference in site attenuation.
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Finally the results of the measurements with one and two long dipoles. The trend indicated
above returns in all situations. Figure 58 shows the difference between theoretical site
attenuation using the simple model and the 2-port model for vertical polarized dipoles, one for
the setup with a long and short dipole and another for the setup with 2 long dipoles.
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Figure 58: Difference in calculated site attenuation using the simple model and 2-port model
for two vertical dipoles; (--) h,=1m, (---) h,=2m, (...) h,=3m

In the case of two long dipoles differences up to 5dB are the result of a difference in input
impedance, using the far field based formula 14 and 15 in chapter 2 or the integral of formula
74. It shows that this is the most significant contribution to the difference. If this is excluded,
the result is a deviation of up to ± 2 dB, due to near field of the dipoles. Figure 59 shows the
measured and calculated site attenuation for both situations at 3m distance with the transmit
antenna at 2m height.
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Figure 59: Measured and calculated site attenuation for 2 vertical dipoles at 3m distance and
the transmit antenna at 2m height; (--) measured, (---) calculated with 2-port model, (...)
calculated with simple model

Figure 59(b} shows that for high frequencies the 2-port model is better than the simple model,
but at the middle frequencies it comes out too high. In both cases mismatch between antenna
and receiver dominate the error, so it is not possible to conclude whether it gets worse or not.

As a final remark it is stated that the 2-port model accounts for near field, finite length of the
dipole and mutual coupling. This lead to differences up to a few dB's, probably more for tuned
dipoles at low frequencies, since the influence increases for increasing lengths, but that in the
cases shown above a more accurate (measured) antenna factor in combination with the simple
model would lead to better results.

4.2.2 Normalized fieldstrength above the ground

The difference between the simple site attenuation model and the 2-port model in calculating
the normalized fieldstrength as a function of the height shows the same trends as found when
using Schelkunoff to calculate the incident field. It means an improvement for low frequencies
with vertical polarized dipoles and for long dipoles at close range. The following results will
show that with somewhat more detail.

Figure 60 shows the average error as a function of the frequency for the measurements with
two horizontal dipoles of 0.51 m at 3m and 10m distance.
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Figure 60: Rms error (0) between normalized measured and calculated fieldprofiles for two
horizontal polarized dipoles of 0.51 m; (--) h,= 1m, (---) h,=2m, (...) h,=3m

Comparing this result to figure 26, which shows the average error when using the simple far
field approximation, leads to the conclusion that both models predict the fieldstrength above
the groundplane equally weil. At 3m distance and 30MHz the difference is maximum 1dB due
to the near field. There is however one significant difference. As stated the previous
paragraph, mutual coupling influences horizontal polarizations most. It affects the input
impedance of the dipole. The mutual impedance is however small compared to the
selfimpedance of the dipole. Figure 61 shows, that it accounts for the ripple seen on the
measured data and not influences shape or extremes of the fieldprofile. Since the mutual
coupling for an antenna is strongest with its mirror image, both at 3m and 10m the ripple
occurs.
Furthermore there is a very small difference at 30MHz at 3m distance, as shown in figure 61 .
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Figure 61: Normalized E-field as a function of the height of the receive antenna, using two
horizontal polarized dipoles of 0.51m; (--) measured, (---) calculated with 2-port model, (...)
calculated with simple model

For vertical polarized short dipoles of O.51m there is an improvement for low frequencies at 3m
measurement distance due to a more accurate incident field, but in all other situations (higher
frequencies and 10m measurement distance) there is no difference in predicted fieldprofile
compared to the simple model. Figure 62 shows the rms error.
Also the ripple, seen for horizontal polarized dipoles, is not found in both measured and
calculated data. When the measured and calculated fieldprofiles are compared, there are still
the errors at 70MHz and 130MHz and of course large deviations at 10m distance due to non
ideal reflection.
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The 2-port model gives exact the same result at high frequencies compared to using
Schelkunoff. At frequencies close to 300MHz however, there is a very smal! difference, caused
bya very smal! difference in directivity.
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Figure 62: Rms error (Q) between normalized measured and calculated fieldprofiles for two
vertical polarized dipoles of 0.51m; (--) hl= 1m, (---) hl=2m, (...) hr=3m

Figure 63 shows normalized height profiles for two vertical polarized dipoles of 0.51 m, showing
a smal! improvement for low frequencies at 3m, but no differences in other situations.
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Figure 63: Normalized E-field as a function of the height of the receive antenna, using two
vertical polarized dipoles of 0.51m; (--) measured, (---) calculated with Schelkunoff, (...)
calculated with simple model

The setups of a 1.53m dipole as a transmit antenna and a 0.51m dipole as a receiver and two
1.53m dipoles will be presented together. The improvements obtained by using the 2-port
model show the same trends as in the case of using Schelkunoff. It was shown in the previous
paragraph, that even for 300MHz the radial component of the field contributes to the measured
voltage in case of a dipole of 1.53m. This is even more so for the 2-port model, since here
both transmit and receive antenna are described by near field theory.
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Figure 64: Average difference between measured and calculated normalized fieldstrength as a
function of the frequency for two vertical polarized dipoles; (--) h,=1m, (---) h,=2m, (...) h,=3m.

Figure 65 shows the situations where the predicted fieldstrength improves over the simple
model: At 3m, especially at low and high frequencies. At 10m distance the difference is very
smalt.
Although in figure 64 only the rms error was shown for the setup with the 1.53m dipole as a
transmitter, figure 65 also shows the measured results with exchanged antennas. The
calculated fieldprofiles differ only a few tenths of a dB when exchanging antennas in most
cases and at maximum 1 dB for 90 MHz. This is the frequency were the long dipole is tuned.
To make the presentation more compact, both results are shown in one graph, since
differences of such magnitude cannot be observed in the graphs presented.
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Figure 65: Norma/ized E-fie/d as a function of the height of the receive antenna, using two
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In the case of two long dipoles, the improvements show the same trends.
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ca/cu/ated with simp/e mode/
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5 Reflection at the groundplane

5.1 Theoretlcal analysls

5.1.1 Der/vat/on of transm/ss/on and ref/eet/on eoeff/e/ent

Even with the mutual impedance model there are large differences in measured and calculated
fieldstrength as a function of the height, especially for vertical polarized measurements at 10m
distance. The main cause for this is the reflection at the groundplane. In previous modeIs the
groundplane was assumed to have reflection coefficient 1 or -1, depending on the polarization
of the antenna.
For a metal mesh groundplane with fine maze, mostly used, this may be a good assumption.
The Open Area Test Site at Zoetermeer has a mesh groundplane covered with pavement tiles.
Although allowed, it influences the reflection of a wave.

Reflection of a wave does not only take place at a metal object, but also at the border of a
medium with different permittivity and/or permeability. To gain insight in the reflection
properties of a groundplane covered with tiles, it is modelled as an infinite metal plane with a
layer on top, having a different permittivity. Figure 67 iIIustrates how an incoming TEM wave
would reflect on such a surface.

. .
.....:::::::: :::: :::::: ::::::::......•..

air

tiles d

metal mesh et 0=00

Figure 67: Reflection of a wave at a groundplane
covered with another medium

In general the configuration for deriving the reflection coefficient is one halfspace filled with
medium 1 and the other halfspace filled with medium 2. A medium is characterized by its
permittivity E, its permeability J..l and its conductivity cr.

An incoming wave will reflect at the border of a medium with different characteristics. First the
reflection and transmission coefficient will be presented in case of two infinitely filled
halfspaces and then these reflection coefficients will be used to describe the reflection at a
groundplane covered with another medium.

The E and H component of a travelling plane wave can be represented by:

E=A exp( .:y.ï; expUro~

H=B exp( .:y.ï; expUrot}

(77)

(78)
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The place vector rand wave vector 'Y are defined as:

f=xix+yiy +ziz (79)

(80)

where ix• iy and iz are unity vectors in the specified direction. The definition of the axis is shown
by figure 68.

x

}-,
y

Figure 68: Definition ofaxes

A and B in formulas 77 and 78 are constant complex vectors. In the following derivation the
time dependent factor expUrot) will be omitted.
Maxwell's first equations relate the electric field to the magnetic field.

- -
VxH=(cr+jOOê) E

- -
VxE=-jroIlH

From those equations the following formulas can de derived:

(81)

(82)

- (83).:yxB=(cr+jroe)A

- - (84).:yxA=-jroIlB

- (85)'1.A=O

- (86)'1.B=O

'1.'1=(cr+jOOê)jroll (87)
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The relation between the electric and magnetic fieldstrength can be written as a vectorial wave
impedance and admittance, defined as:

Z=_Y_
a+jrof,

and thus A=BxZ and B=AxY.

All vectors can be resolved in a component perpendicular to the boundary plane, the z
direction, and a tangential component. Then formula 83 and 84 can be written as

.:y.,xBr=(a+jroE)Az

(88)

(89)

(90)

(91)

(92)

(93)

At the boundary between two media, part of the travelling wave wil! be reflected and a part
transmitted. Figure 69 shows a general case of a wave travelling towards (+) and away (-)
from the boundary. At the boundary between two media the tangential components of the
electric and magnetic field are continuous, so:

(94)

(95)

E+ are the incoming waves. E- are composed of the reflected part of the corresponding wave
and the transmitted part.
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CD 0
Figure 69: Illustration of incoming and
reflected waves

There are two different situations, as shown by figure 70. Horizontal polarized waves, meaning
that the E-vector is parallel to the boundary plane and vertical polarization, where the H-vector
is parallel to the boundary plane.

Horizonta1 polarization Vertical poJarization

Figure 70: Definition of horizontal and vertical
polarization

The boundary is by definition located at z=O. Then for horizontal polarization the electric field
only has a component in the x-direction, Ax' Applying the boundary conditions leads to:

(96)

(97)
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The reflection and transmission coefficients for a wave travelling from medium 1 to 2 and vice
versa are defined as:

(98)

(99)

(100)

(101 )

(102)

Here the superscript E stands for horizontal polarization, meaning that the electric component
of the field is parallel to the boundary plane and the amplitude of the E-field is used to
calculate the different reflection and transmission coefficients. The subscript 1,2 means that
the wave is travelling from medium 1 to 2. Using the results above leads to:

E (Y,Z-Y2Z) (Y,cos(Sj)-Y2cos(S,))
p1 2 - ' • -'....,...,....,:--......,.."....,....-,:-:------:,."....,....,.

. (Y. +Y. ) (Y,cos(S;)+Y2cos(S,))
l,z 2.z

E (2Y,z) (2Y,cos(S;))t - ,
2.1 (Y. +Y. ) (Y,cos(Sj)+~cos(S,))

l,z 2,z

(103)

(104)

(105)
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The angle of incidence el and angle of departure et can be related to each other by the law of
Snel:

where n1 and n2are the refractive indices of media 1 and 2, defined as

cr
n= (e,+-.-)~,

JWfa

(106)

(107)

There is however one problem with the use of the law of Snel. It is only valid for real values of
n1 and n2. When the conductivity plays a significant role, the use of Snel should be evaluated,
but in the coming section cr will be assumed to be very smalI, so as an approximation, it can
be used with little error.

For vertical polarization the derivation is the same, except for the fact that now the magnetic
field component is parallel to the boundary plane and the boundary conditions are:

(108)

(109)

The reflection coefficient for vertical polarization is now defined as P\2 = H-1 / H+1 when H+2=0
and so on. The different coefficients are found by replacing E with H in formulas 98 to 101.
This results in the same reflection coefficients as in formulas 102 to 105, replacing the
admittanee Y by impedance Z.

5.1.2 51mple model for reflection at the ground

Figure 67 shows the reflection of a single wave. In this situation the incoming wave hits layer
2. At this boundary a part will be reflected, namely Pl.2' The rest is transmitted with coefficient
t1.2. The transmitted part will reflect at the metal with reflection coefficient Pm=1 or Pm=-1,
depending on polarization, and reach medium 1 again. At the boundary with medium 1 again a
part will be transmitted with t21 and reflected with P21' The transmitted part propagates through
air towards the receive antenna and the reflected part again reflects at the metal and the same
situation repeats itself.

In medium 2 the wave propagate with exp(-"(2.r) with "(2 defined as above and r the distance
travelled in medium 2.
As a first order approximation the assumption is made that all rays leaving medium 2 are
departing from the same point, so that the propagation through air still can be written as
exp(-j~d2)' Figure 71 shows this situation.
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d complex p

Figure 71: Geometry for calculating reflected
wave of non ideal groundplane

In this situation d2 = (R2 + (h1 +h2-2d)2t2 • The propagation through medium 2 for one reflection
can be written as:

-r 2d

80=e 2costl1'J' (110)

To determine the reflection coefficient all contributions departing from layer 2 must be added.
When looking at the contribution that reflects 2 times at the boundary trom 2 to 1, it can be
written as:

Adding all the reflected waves, results in:

2 2
PTOT=Pl.2+tl.2·Pm·8o· t2,1 +t1.2·P2.1·Pm·ao.t2,1

2 3 3 3 4 4
+t,,2·P2,I·Pm.80 .t2,1 +t2,'·P2,I·Pm.80 .t2,1 +...

=Pl.2+t'.2·Pm·8o· t2., (1 +P2,,'Pm·ao +(P2.1·P m·ao)2 +(P2.1·Pm·ao)3+....

This sum is a geometrical series, which is given by:

(111 )

(112)

(113)

Since condition IP2,1.Pm.aa 1<1 is always met, the reflection coefficient becomes

P'O,=P12+tI2'Pm'8o. t2'( 1 J (114)
.. . 1-P2.1·Pm·aO
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5.1.3 ReflectIon coefflclent of a metal plane covered w/th tIIes

The goal of this chapter is to model the reflection of a metal groundplane covered with a
pavement, as present at the ~ATS in Zoetermeer. The problem is to find the correct
parameters for the layer of tiles on top of the metal mesh. As a start it was assumed to be a
concrete layer of 5cm thick. For (dry) concrete the following values for Er' J.1r and 0 can be
found: Er=5, J.lr=1 and 0=1e-4. When the reflection coefficient is calculated, using formula 114,
the result has a modulus of 1. This means that there is no or Httle absorbtion by medium 2.
This follows immediately from the small conductivity. The layer on the metal causes a phase
shift however, depending on the frequency and the angle of incidence.

3.5 0
,...., ,....,
"tl 30 MHz "tl
a a
"- 3 "-........ ........
0 0

..c. ..c. -2"- L

Ql 2.5 ........•- ..--_.....................-......-... Ql
UI UI
a 300MHz Iincreasing f a

..c. ..c.
0... 0...

2 -4
0 50 100 0 50 100

angle of incidence [deg] angle of incidence [deg]

(a) horizontal polarization (b) vertical polarization

Figure 72: Phase of the simple complex reflection coefficient as a function of the angle of
incidence for several frequencies.

This is shown in figure 72. For a metal groundplane the reflection coefficient for horizontal
polarization is -1, so the phase is 1t. For vertical polarization it is 1, so the phase is 0 radials. It
shows that for horizontal polarization the influence of the layer is smalI. This can be
understood from the fact that the sign of the reflection coefficient at the boundary of a medium
with another permittivity is always negative, for both horizontal and vertical polarization. Since
the reflection at the metal is also -1, there is only the difference in pathlength for the several
contributions. The thickness of the layer is very small compared to the wavelength, so the
influence is smal!.
This is not the case for vertical polarization. There the difference in sign plays a significant
rale. From formula 102 it is apparent, that Pl,2 is becoming larger for larger angles of incidence.

Therefore with increasing angle a bigger part will be reflected at the tiles with sign -1 instead of
the metal with sign 1. The results in a phaseshift of 1t for large angles of incidence close to 90
degrees.

5.1.4 Exact gonlometrlcal solution

The assumption of all rays leaving from the same point can introduce a significant error in the
phase of the reflected wave when the angle of incidence is near 90 degrees and Er is not very
different from Eo. Then the differences in pathlength in both air and medium 2 shouJd be
considered.
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Figure 73 shows possible paths of different contributions.

Figure 73: Different paths for multiple reflection

To determine the path of each individual ray the projections of figure 74 will be used.

2tH-"""""",*"---

Figure 74: Reducing the multiple reflection
geometry to one standard problem

With one single reflection at the metal groundplane, the path after reflection can be mirrored in
the groundplane. In this way it can be seen as the path from a point h1 away from a slice of
medium 2 to a point h2 at the other side of the slice. The slice is now twice as thick as the
layer on the groundplane. With 2 reflections at the groundplane, so 1 internal reflection, the
same can be done. First it can be reduced to one single reflection at the groundplane by
mirroring the internal reflection and making the layer twice as thick. This single reflection can
then be translated to the standard problem by again mirroring the resulting single reflection.
The layer is now 4d thick.

Figure 74 iIIustrates this. For 2 internal reflections this would lead to a layer of Gd thick etc.
All paths can be found by solving this standard problem and adjusting the thickness of the
layer.
The solution can be found with the help of figure 75. The known variables are h1, h2, the
measuring distance Rand the equivalent thickness of the layer dm.
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The following relations can be derived.

x1=h1.tan(9J

xs=dm.tan(9J

x1+x2+xs=R

Sin(9,)=~.sin(9J
n2

(115)

(116)

(117)

(118)

(119)

h1

dm

h2

Figure 75: Geometry of the path of a reflected
wave

Substituting 115, 116 and 117 in 118 and using tan=sin/cos and cos = .f(1-sin2) leads to:

(h1+h2)sin(9.) dmsin(9)
(h 1+h2)tan(9j) +dm.tan(9,)=R- I + ' (120)

V1-Sin2(9;) V1-Sin2(9,)

Substituting h=h1+h2, n= n1/n2, x=sin(9j) and using formula 120 gives

hx + nxdm -R=O (121)
b -x 2 J1-n 2x 2

It is difficult to solve x analytically. To determine x, a function y(x) will be defined as:

y(x)= hx + nxdm -R (122)
J1-x 2 J1 -n 2x 2
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(123)

To evaluate dy/dx the following can be observed: hand dm are always positive, since they
represent distances. Medium 1 will always be air, so 0<n=n1/n2<1. The angfe of incidence is
afways between 0 and 1t/2, so 0:S;x:S;1. Looking at formula 123 it is obvious that for 0:::;~1, dy/dx
is always positive. This means that y is monotonous ascending function. Substituting x=O in
y(x) results in y=-R, the measuring distance and for x=1, y goes to infinity. This means that
there is one zero in the interval 0:S;x:S;1 and this is very easy to find numerically. ft coufd be
done as shown in text 1.

. : :.: :::::

Text 1: lIIustration of finding a zero of a
monotonously ascending function y

Another very simple way is to divide the interval between 0 and 1 in ten divisions, find the one
where y changes sign, divide that division up in ten parts and repeat the procedure. After 4
steps you have x with an accuracy of 1e-4. In this case the latter method was about twice as
fast as the one shown in text 1.

When x is found all other variables are known and the contribution of one multiple reflected
wave can be calculated. The total distance propagated through air, d2, is equal
to (x1+x2)/sin(91). The distance through medium 2, ds, is equal to xs/sin(91). To obtain the
proper amplitude, the Fresnel reflection and transmission coefficients of formulas 102 to 105
must be used, calculated for the correct angles, in the same way as with the simplified
anafysis. When a wave reflects r times at the metal, this results in:

E =t p' p,-l f _1_e -f(>d2e -'Y.ds
mrw 1,2 m 2,1 '2,1 d2 (124)

To find the total reflected field all separate contributions have to be added. ft is not possible to
write the total reflected field as a geometrie series.
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One solution is to repeat the algorithm for an increasing number of multiple reflections until the
amplitude of the contribution is smaller than for example 1e-5.

For vertical polarization the influence of the directivity pattern must be accounted for. Two
ways for doing that are: 1) Calculating the total reflected field as above for an isotropic radiator
and multiplying it by the directivity pattern of the angle of incidence of the first reflection. This
first reflection is the most dominate contribution. 2) Determining the amplitude of the directivity
pattern for every contribution. The first method has the advantage that for different antennas
used only once the reflected wave has to be calculated. The error made is small when the
directivity pattern does not change a lot over the area of significance.

5.2 Time domaln measurements In ACCORD

Until now the complex reflection was considered in the frequency domain, interpreting it as the
cause of a phase shift, as shown for example in figure 72. Every response in the frequency
domain is related to a response in the time domain by Fourier transform. For example one
frequency corresponds to a sinusoidal time response. A constant frequency spectrum
corresponds to a pulse in time response. Looking in the time domain an ideal reflection at the
groundplane for a constant frequency spectrum should result in one pulse in the time domain.
When multiple reflection occurs, the time response would not be one pulse, but several smaller
pulses, since the multiple reflected contributions take longer to arrive at the receive antenna.

Broadband measurements have been done to see wether a layer on top of a metal plate
influences the reflection. The following setup was used

metsl plate

".

hl .

R

................

../,/
.••...

..'

h2

Figure 76: measurement setup for time domain Figure 77: sideview of measurement setup
reflection measurement

Two horn antennas were used for a frequency span of 500 MHz to 15 GHz. Two 6 dB
attenuators were placed in between the cable and the horn antennas to suppress reflections
and the antennas were aligned in such a way that they 'Iooked at each other' in the main
direction via the ground. A HP network analyzer was used to do the measurements.

5.2.1 Theoretlcal analysis

Before the measured results are presented a few remarks about the theory behind it are
presented.
Time and frequency response are related to each other by the Fourier transform.
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(125)

with ro=21tf. This relation is unique for every time signa!. To reconstruct the time signal the
frequency response must be known both in amplitude and phase from f=-oo to 00.

Since there are only real time responses the negative frequencies are related to the positive by
X(-f)=X(f)", where • is the complex conjugate of X(f) and X is the positive frequency spectrum.

In practice the frequency response cannot be measured up to f=oo and down to f=OHz. The
Fourier transform the performed on the measured frequency span. This results in:

f.~

f(~= f(F(ro) +F(ro) ")dro
',..,

(126)

When the De component can be measured or extrapolated this is called "Time Domain Low
Pass" measurement. When the measured frequency span is bounded by fs1an it is called Time
Domain Band Pass measurement. The last has the advantage that every frequency span will
do, but it is only possible to measure the modulus of the time response, not the sign. A Iimited
frequency span has the following consequences. When the time response would be a dirac
pulse on t=O, the frequency spectrum is 1 for all frequencies. Making the upper frequencies
zero results in a pulse that is not infinitely narrow, but has a finite width. The frequency span
used determines the resolution in the time domain and is given by:

impulse width= 1.2
Frequency span

for time domain band pass measurement.

(127)

Therefore to obtain a pulse as narrow as possible, the frequency span must be as big as
possible. Another effect of finite frequency span is that the transformed pulse has sidelobes,
reducing the dynamic range. Measuring low pulses near to a big one is more difficult. The
cause of this is that there is a very sudden transition from measured data to zeros at the stop
frequencies. Sidelobes of the transformed pulse can be reduced by using a window. The
measured frequency span can be seen as the infinite spectrum filtered by an ideal bandpass
filter. In the time domain this results in the convolution of both impulse responses. Since the
impulse response of a flat spectrum with amplitude 1 and phase 0 is a dirac pulse, the shape
of the measured pulse is determined by the impulse response of the 'filter'. By choosing
another 'filter' (windowover the measured data) the impulse response can be influenced.
Applying a smoother 'filter' leads to lower sidelobes and thus increases the dynamic range, but
at the same time increases the pulse width and thus the resolution in the time domain is
reduced. Figure 78 shows the Hamming window and figure 79 the different impulse responses.
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Figure 79: Impulse response of ideal
bandpass filter (--) and tt-point hamming
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Another effect is that due to sampling in the frequency domain the time response is repeated
in the time domain, just as the frequency spectrum of a sampled time response in the
frequency domain in digital signal processing. The longest time span that can be measured
without interfering with a repetition of itself is called the fundamental interval. In the timedomain
it is determined by the number of points in the frequency span measured and is given by

t =(N-1)
span I1f

(128)

When a response in time is out of this interval, aliasing occurs, meaning that it can encounter
a repetition of the response.

5.2.2 Measurements and simulatIons

The antennas were placed at three different heights, using the setup of figure 76, resulting in
three different angles of incidence:

Situation 1: h1=0.58m, h2=0.58m, R=1.90m.
Situation 2: h1=1.12m, h2=0.55m, R=1.92m.
Situation 3: h1=0.48m, h2=0.28m, R=1.85m.

The parameter of interest in this case is the transmission from port 1 to port 2. Calibration for
such a measurement is usually done by connecting the cables using a through. In this way the
measured data is corrected for the transfer of the cables. The response of the through
connection is an impulse at t=o with unit height.

In this setup this would leave the influence of the antennas out of consideration. The result
would be that the impulse response of the homs plays a significant role. To eliminate this the
calibration was not done by using a through, but using as a through response the response of
the system with the homs aligned at each other and the f100r covered with absorbers.
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Then the frequency response of the hom antennas is also corrected for. The distance between
the two homs determine the phase of the arrived signal at port 2 of the analyzer. Only when
the path d between the antennas is the same in the case of a reflected wave, this would result
in a pulse at t=O. The propagation in air can be written as 1/d exp(-j21t1Ad). This means that
the measured signal is different in amplitude, independent of frequency, and has a linear
phase shift. A Iinear phase shift and a different amplitude leads to a response scaled with a
factor and shifted in time, but not distorted. Since the absolute time signal is not of interest this
is no objection.

To transform the measured spectrum to the time domain the IFFT routine of Matlab was used.
This is a discrete fourier transform assuming a normalized frequency spectrum from 0 to 21t. In
discrete signal theory the frequency spectrum is often normalized by the sample frequency.
When co=21tf and co is divided by the sample frequency fs, this leads to a spectrum from 0 to
21t.

The number of points measured was 801, from 500 MHz to 15 GHz. The IFFT algorithm works
fastest when the number of frequency points is a power of two. Therefore the following
spectrum was defined. 1024 points were used. Using the step between two frequencies, 500
MHz would be the 28th point. The measured spectrum therefore was preceded by 27 zeros,
points 28-828 contained the measured data the rest was filled with zeros. For the negative
frequencies (1t-21t) this spectrum was conjugated. A 'Low Pass Hamming window' was used as
shown in figure 80 shows this.
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Figure 80: I/Iustration of the scaled spectrum
and the use of the Hamming window

To calculate the response the exact goniometrical model was used for the measurement
configuration. The wooden plate was 1.6cm thick and from literature the following constants
were found: For dry wood the Er lies between 3 and 5 and 0=1 e-8. Er=3 was used to calculate
the individual reflection coefficients at the boundaries. To be able to compare the results, the
largest reflected pulse was normalized to unity.
Figures 81 a and 81 b show the measured and calculated time response situation 1, where the
groundplane is a metal plane. Here you expect one single reflected pulse. These
measurements were done for reference.

The measured results indeed show one single pulse, equal to the calculated one by definition
(see above). The calculated direct pulse seems to come earlier, indicating an inaccuracy in the
heights or distance between the antennas.
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Figure 81: Normalized time response for situation 1 with only a metal plate. (--) measured,
(---) calculated

Figures 82(a), 82(b) and 82(c) show the results for situation 1,2 and 3 with horizontal
polarization.
The expected result is a train of pulses, where the first reflection at the metal is the most
important one. For larger angle of incidence, more should be reflected at the wood and
multiple reflection within the wood should be visible. For situation 1 it shows 3 pulses, being
the reflection at the wood, first reflection at the metal and first internal reflection, the second
one is too much attenuated to be seen. This is also predicted by the calculations, although the
ratio of amplitudes is not equa!. Also the time between pulses is correct. For a bigger angle of
incidence the first pulse becomes relative bigger as is the third pulse, iIIustrated for situation 3.
With the model even the second and third internal reflection is seen, but this is not the case for
the measured data. For situation 2 the angle of incidence is smallest and it shows that the
reflection at the metal becomes more dominant.

In all cases the first pulse predicted is too low. This means that the calculated reflection
coefficient is too smal!. This could be caused by inaccurate geometry, since it depends on the
angle of incidence or incorrect material parameters.

Vertical polarized measurements show similar resemblance. The measurements show that for
horizontal polarization the reflected wave is build of several reflections, but since they all have
the same sign, the influence on the total reflection is smal!. For vertical polarization the biggest
part reflects at the metal, only for larger angles of incidence the reflection at the wood is seen,
like in figure 82(f). But because the reflection is out of phase with the one at the metal it
introduces a significant phaseshift.

As a concluding remark it is stated that although measurements were done at frequencies
much higher than the frequencies at which the site attenuation measurements were performed,
the same should apply if the permittivity is independent of the frequency and a is negligible.
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5.3 Use of the complex reflection coefflclent In the site attenuatlon models

5.3.1 The simpIe site attenuatlon model

To model the reflection at an infinite ideal groundplane the original antenna was replaced by a
mirror image at the same distance beneath the groundplane as the height of the original
antenna above the ground. The incident field at the receive antenna was calcu/ated by adding
the fields produced by both antennas. The mirror image can be in or out of phase with the
original source because the ground has a reflection coefficient of 1 or -1. This resulted in
formuJa 129.

(129)

(130)

The ref/ection coefficient can be replaced by the simple complex reflection coefficient and
results in formula 130. The simple reflection coefficient only depends on the angle of
incidence, so in calculations the angle of incidence, 82, is used to determine the value of the
ref/ection coefficient and this value is used instead of 1 or -1. The value of the reflection
coefficient was stored in a table for every frequency and angle of incidence and the correct
value was chosen from this table during calculations. This table has to calculated for a specific
site only once and can be used in every situation. The site attenuation simply changes to:

125AFTOAFROSA=-.,......-- ~~-----"'::""':':".,....__
e -ftld7 e -ftld2

Ttf N.,(81)NR(81)--+PcN.,(82)NR(82)--
d1 d2

The exact goniometrical solution can be used in the same way as its solution was derived. It is
determined by the height of the antennas, so for every setup the reflected ray has to be
calculated by solving every contribution and adding all multiple reflections. Then there are two
possible ways of constructing the total incident field at the receive antenna. It is possible to
include the gain of the antenna for every different solution of a multiple reflected ray. This is in
theory the most exact solution, but very demanding on computing hardware and time
consuming, since for every possible combination of antennas the whole algorithm must be
solved. Another way is to calculate a 'unity' (isotropic) reflected wave for a specific setup of
heights and multiply this with the gain of the antenna at the angle of the first ref/ection at the
meta!. This will lead to similar results if the directivity pattern does not vary much for the
dominant contributions of the reflected wave.

5.3.2 The 2-port site attenuatlon model

The 2-port model is based on determining the relation between the open circuit voltage across
the terminals of antenna 1 and the input current of antenna 2. The relation between input
current and radiated field is provided by Schelkunoff. Using formula 68 to relate the incident
field to the open circuit voltage across the terminals of the antenna gives the desired relation.
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The transfer from antenna 1 to antenna 2 was determined by the following equations:

v, =(Z" +pZ, 2) 11+(ZI2+pZ14) 12
V2=(Z, 2+PZ23)11+(Z22+PZ24) 12

or

V,=~,I'+~2/2

V2=~2/1+W22/2

where

W,,=ZI,+pZ'2
W'2=ZI2+PZ23
W22=Z22+P~4

and the site attenuation was given by:

SA= V2.0 J (W,,+ZS)(W22+Z0)-WI22

V2,max l (Zs+Z;)WI2 min

(131 )

(133)

(134)

The simple complex reflection coefficient is now used in this model instead of p=1 or -1. There
are two different situations. The mirror image of an antenna is always right beneath the original
antenna, so the field produced by the mirror at the place of the original antenna always arrives
at an angle of incidence of 0°. The mutual impedance between the mirror of antenna #1 and
the original antenna #2 can be calculated using 82 as an angle of incidence.

To incorporate the exact goniometrical solution every single contribution leads to a different
setup of distances and heights and thus every mutual impedance should be determined for
every single multiple reflected wave. This was however not used in the model.
Both simpIe and exact goniometrical solution are based on the incidence of plane waves.
Questions can be asked about the validity of using it in the 2-port model at close distances
and low frequencies, since the incident wave wil! certainly not be a plane wave. This modelling
should however be regarded as a first step to investigate the possible influence
of a covered groundplane.

5.4 Measurements and simulatIons

5.4.1 Measured and calculated Site Attenuation

In modelling the reflection, evaluation of the simpte complex reflection coefficient lead to the
conclusion that it resulted in a phaseshift for the reflected wave, but not in a change of
amplitude. The simple site attenuation model is used to visualize the influence of non ideal
reflection on the site attenuation.
Using the far field approximation, two plane waves arrive at the receive antenna, a direct and
reflected wave. They interfere at the place of receive antenna. They can add and result in a
fieldstrength nearly twice the value radiated by one antenna or cancel out to almost zero. The
complex reflection does not change the maximum value, only the place where it occurs.



Since only the maximum fieldstrength determines the site attenuation, there only is a
difference when in case of ideal reflection this maximum value lies inside the window of scan
(between 1mand 4m height of the receive antenna) and the phase shift by the non ideal
groundplane causes it to move out of the heightscan of the receive antenna.

Site attenuation will now be presented for the case of a groundplane covered with a pavement,
as present at the ~ATS in Zoetermeer. The groundplane is modeled by an infinite ideal metal
groundplane with on top a homogeneous layer of 5cm thick with a relative permeability Er=5
and conductivity 0=1 e-4. The values are based on parameters for dry concrete.

The simple complex reflection shows a smalI, fairly constant phase shift for horizontal
polarization. As a first comparison the site attenuation was calculated for two small dipoles,
horizontal polarized with both ideal simple and complex reflection. Figure 83 shows the
difference between the calculated site attenuation using the simple model, but in one case
using the ideal reflection and in the other using the simple complex reflection coefficient.
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Figure 83: Difference in calculated site attenuation for two horizontal dipoles of 0.51m using
the ideal and complex reflection coefficient with the simple site attenuation model; (--) hF1m,
(---) hr=2m, (...) hF3m.

As expected it leads to a difference of a few tenth's of a dB. The pavement has Iittle influence
on the horizontal polarized reflected wave.
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The same smal! difference between ideal and complex reflection occurs when using the 2-port
model. Figure 84 gives the result.
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Figure 84: Difference in calculated site attenuation for two horizontal dipoles of 0.51m with
ideal and complex reflection coefficient, using the 2-port site attenuation model; (--) hF1m,
(---) h,=2m, (...) hr=Sm.

More interesting are the vertical polarized measurements. First the results for two small dipoles
of 0.51 mare presented. Figure 85 shows the difference between theoretical site attenuation
calculated with the simple site attenuation model, using ideal reflection in one case and simple
complex reflection in the other.
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Figure 85: Difference in site attenuation for two vertical dipoles of 0.51m calculated with ideal
and complex reflection coefficient, using the simple site attenuation model; (--) h,=1m, (---)
hF2m, (...) h,=Sm.

Figure 72 showed that for large angles of incidence, Le. low heights of the transmit antenna
and large measurement distance the influence of the groundplane is largest. The difference
(still theoretical) is most apparent at 10m distance with the antenna at 1m height, with a
variation of up to 9dB.
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As explained above the amplitude of the reflected wave is not affected, only the phase and
thus the difference must be explained by a movement of the maximum, occurring between 1m
and 4m height of the receive antenna in the ideal case, outside this window.
To see whether the use of a complex reflection coefficient indeed improves the predicted
results figure 86 shows the measured and calculated site attenuations for two vertical dipoles
of 0.51 m at 10m distance. The figure shows calculated data using ideal reflection, simple
complex reflection and exact goniometrical reflection coefficients.
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Figure 86: Measured and ca/cu/ated site attenuation for 2 vertical dipoles of O.51m with the
transmit antenna at 1m height at a distance of 10m using the simpte site attenuation model;
(--) measured, (---) idea/ ref/ection, (-.-.-) simpte complex reflection, (...) exact goniometrical
ref/ection

Figure 86 shows that in this particular case above 200MHz the use of complex reflection
results in a better agreement, but between 100MHz and 200MHz not. We also see a small
improvement when using the exact goniometrical solution instead of the simple complex
reflection. However the difference with the simple reflection coefficient is smal!.

More important is the fact that the measured data show a nod at around 230MHz. The simple
model using ideal reflection show a smooth site attenuation up to the low frequencies. When
using a complex reflection this is not the case, only the nod appears at around 200 MHz. This
could mean that using a complex reflection coefficient improves the predicted site attenuation,
but the modelling or parameters of the groundplane need some fine tuning. The calculations
use theoretical parameters of dry concrete and assume a homogeneous medium on top of the
metal plane. Both can be wrong. Humidity could influence the conductivity or the actual
material on top of the metal could have other characteristics. Furthermore the pavement is not
a homogeneous medium, but consists of separate single tiles. All these aspects should be
investigated to draw final conclusions.

To prevent the presentation of several, almost equal, results, the site attenuation will be shown
for the other setups, using only the 2-port model with the simple complex reflection coefficient.
Figure 87 shows the difference in theoretical site attenuation when using ideal or simple
complex reflection coefficients for four different setups
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Figure 87: Difference in calculated site attenuation tor two vertical dipoles with ideal and
complex reflection coefficient, using the 2-port site attenuation model; f-) hF1m, (---) hF2m,
(...) hF3m.

It shows the same trends as figure 85. A variation of a few dB's at 3m distance and up to 9 dB
at 10m distance. It is shown above that the modelling of reflection at the groundplane is not
exact or at least the parameters used are incorrect. The site attenuation impraves at high
frequencies and shows less agreement for the middle frequencies. This is also shown by figure
88, presenting the measured and calculated site attenuation with the transmit antenna at 1m
height.
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5.4.2 Normallzed fieldstrength above the ground

It is clear that the arrival of the reflected wave with a different phase results in a different
interference pattern, Figure 72 showed the simple complex reflection coefficient. The result is a
fairly constant phase shift for all angles of incidence and frequencies in the case of horizontaJ
polarized dipoles. This results only in a smal! shift of the fieldprofile.

For vertical polarization the phaseshitt is fairly constant for smaller angles of incidence,but
varies rapidly to -1 at very large angles. This distorts the fieldprofile completely.

The comparison between theory and measurements show these effects. Figure 89 shows the
average difference between measured and calculated, using the simple model and simple
reflection coefficient, normalized fieldstrength for two small dipoles of 0.51 m horizontal
polarization for different heights of the transmit antenna, hl.
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Figure 89: Average differenee between measured and ealeulated normalized fieldstrength as a
funetion of the height of the reeeive antenna for two dipales of 0.51m, horizontal polarization.
The simple model with simple complex ret/eetion was used; (--) hr=1m, (---) hr=2m, (...) hr=3m.

Comparing figure 89 to figure 26 it shows, that using ideal or complex reflection lead to very
small differences. At 10m distance with the transmit antenna at 3m height, it results in a shift in
height of 10cm, the sampling distance. The normalized fieldstrength is shown for three different
frequencies in figure 90. They show only a small shift or no shift in the height profile.
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Figure 90: Normalized E-field as a function of the height of the receive antenna, using two
horizontal polarized dipales of 0.51m; (--) measured, (---) calculated ideal reffection, (...)
calculated simple complex ret/eetion.
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The vertical polarized measurements give more interesting results. Since agreement between
theory and measurements was best for the small dipoles, these results wil! be presented first.
At 10m distance the angles of incidence are large enough to cause serious distortion of the
fieldprofile. The average difference between measured and calculated normalized fieldprofile
for different heights of the transmit antenna, hl' is shown in figure 91.
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Figure 91: Average difference between measured and calculated normalized fieldstrength as a
function of the height of the receive antenna for two dipoles of O.51m, vertical polarization. The
simple model with simple complex reflection was used; (--) h,=1m, (---) h,=2m, (...) h,=3m.

When figure 91 is compared to figure 28 is shows that at 3m distance there is a slightly
smaller error for the normalized fieldstrength. The complex reflection causes the height profile
to shift a Iittle.
The large errors at a distance of 10m have disappeared, in comparison with figure 28.
The influence of multiple reflection is always more pronounced at lower heights of the receive
antenna because the angles of incidence are larger.

The simple model was also used in combination with the exact goniometrical solution for
multiple reflection. The reflected wave was calculated as where the source isotropic and
afterwards multiplied with the normalized directivity pattern of transmit and receive antenna.
The angle of incidence used in N(a) was a2 in figure 7. Again the average difference was
calculated between normalized measured and calculated height profile. The difference between
both models is small when the refractive index of medium 2, n2 is substantially larger than 1.
In that case the angle under which the transmitted part travels trough medium 2, al' is much
smaller than the angle of incidence, aj. The assumption of all rays leaving from one point leads
to a small difference in pathlength for the most dominant (first few) reflections.

Figure 92 shows the average difference between measured and calculated normalized
fieldstrength at 10m distance with the transmit antenna at 1m height. In one case calculations
done with the simple complex reflection coefficient and in the other with the exact
goniometrical reflection coefficient.
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Figure 92: Average difference between measured and calculated normalized fieldstrength as a
function of the height of the receive antenna for two vertical polarized dipoles of 0.51m with the
transmit antenna at 1m height and 10m distance; (-) exact goniometrical solution, (---) simple
reflection coefficient

The difference between the two models is very small. The exact goniometrical solution does a
Iittle better for the middle frequencies and the simple model for the higher frequencies. The
only difference between the models is a smal! deviation in phase difference because of slightly
different pathlengths. They both do not influence signa! strength. Since the difference is so
smal!, attention wil! be focused on the results obtained by the simple complex reflection model.

Also the 2-port model will be used to compare theory with measurement from now on. The 2
port model gives the best agreement and differences between the use of ideal or simpIe
complex reflection are almost alike. The simple model was used with the two short dipoles to
show the difference between simple and exact goniometrical multiple reflection. Figure 93 now
shows the average difference between measured and calculated normalized fieldprofile, using
the simple complex reflection with the 2-port model.
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Figure 93: Average difference between measured and calculated normalized fieldstrength as a
function of the height of the receive antenna for two dipoles of 0.51m, vertical polarization. The
2r-port model with simple complex reflection was used; (-) hl= 1m, (---) hl=2m, (...) hF3m.
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Compared to figure 28, the predicted field is slightly more accurate at 3m, because of a shift in
height. This can be noted for with the transmit antenna at 1m height. Figure 94 shows
examples of the obtained results when using simple or complex reflection at a measurement
distance of 3m.
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Figure 94: Normalized E-field as a function of the height of the receive antenna, using two
vertica/ po/arized dipo/es of 0.51m; (-) measured, (---) ca/cu/ated idea/ reflection, (...)
ca/cu/ated simp/e complex reflection.

At 10m distance there is a significant improvement for frequencies above 200MHz, with the
transmit antenna at 1m height and above 150MHz for the other heights. The middle
frequencies (100MHz-200MHz) seem to give the most problems now. This is also the area,
where the calculated site attenuation starts to deviate. For small antennas, the fieldprofile has
its maximum at the groundplane, from where the fieldstrength decays to a minimum. For low
frequencies this minimum is a lot higher than 4m. With increasing frequency the fieldprofile
starts to vary more rapidly. Around the 1OOMHz-200MHz the first minimum starts to move into
the scan of the receive antenna. Since the field decays more rapidly near a minimum, a small
error in the predicted shift of the theoretical fieldprofile introduces a large error there. The
previous chapter showed that the modelling of the reflection is in no way perfect. For higher
frequencies the difference between theory and measurement tend to be smaller.

With the transmit antenna at 1m height or frequencies above 200MHz, the fieldprofile showed
no agreement whatsoever with the calculated results in the previous chapters. Using multiple
reflection accounts for most of the deviations. Figure 95 shows some results of improvement. It
also shows, that the modelling of the reflection as used is a step in the right direction, but
there is no exact match. The modelling of reflection needs some fine tuning.
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Figure 95: Normalized E-fie/d as a function of the height of the receive antenna, using two
vertica/ po/arized dipo/es of 0.51m; (-) measured, (---) ca/cu/ated idea/ reflection, (...)
ca/cu/ated simp/e comp/ex reflection.
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When the transmit antenna is placed higher, the result is not a completely different fieldprofile
as a function of the height above the groundplane, but it is shifted and stretched, since the
phaseshift is not constant for every angle of incidence. Figure 96 shows some examples.
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Figure 96: Normalized E-fie/d as a function of the height of the receive antenna, using two
vertica/ po/arized dipo/es of 0.51m; (--) measured, (---) ca/cu/ated idea/ reflection, (...)
ca/cu/ated simp/e complex reflection.

The measurements using the 1.53m dipole as a transmit antenna and the 0.51m dipole as a
receiver antenna show a similar difference between the use of ideal and complex reflection.
The results are a small shift in height at 3m distance, completely different field profiles at 10m
distance for large angles of incidence (h1=1 m) and a shift and stretch for smaller angles of
incidence. Figure 97 shows the average difference between measured and calculated
normalized fieldstrength for different heights of the transmit antenna, hl'
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Figure 97: Average difference between measured and ca/cu/ated norma/ized fie/dstrength as a
function of the height of the receive antenna, transmit dipo/e 1.53m, receive dipo/e of 0.51m,
vertica/ po/arization. The 2,..port mode/ with simp/e complex reflection was used; (--) hF1m,
(---) hr=2m, (...) hF3m.

When figure 97(a) is compared to figure 30, it shows that for h,=1 m there is a difference in
average error of about 2 dB around 150MHz. Here the fieldprofile shows a large slope. A small
shift leads to a larger difference. Figure 98(a) shows the fieldprofile at 150MHz.
At high frequencies the small shift also appears. Figure 98(b) and (c) show 2 results. Figure 98
also shows measured results with exchanged antennas, because, although theoretically not
the same, simulation showed only a difference of a few tenths of a dB. To complete the
presentation, both measured results are given.
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Figure 98: Normalized E-field as a function of the height of the receive antenna, using two
vertical polarized dipoles; (--) measured: length transmit dipole 1.53m, length receive dipole
O.51m, (-.-.-) measured: length transmit dipole O.51m, length receive dipole 1.53m, (---)
calculated ideal reflection, (...) calculated simple complex reflection

At 10m distance there are large differences between theory using ideal and complex reflection,
but with the transmit antenna at 1m height neither lead to good results. In chapter 2 it already
was shown, that comparing measured results with switched antennas led to the worst
reproducibilityat 10m distance with ht=1 m. The model still does not accurately describe the
site attenuation for longer dipoles. The difference can be the result of imperfect modelling of
the reflection at the groundplane or still inaccurate modelling of the field produced by a long
dipole or its gain function. Figure 99 shows some fieldprofiles.
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Figure 99: Normalized E-field as a function of the height of the receive antenna, using two
vertical polarized dipoles; (--) measured: length transmit dipole 1.53m, length receive dipole
0.51m, (-.-.-) measured: length transmit dipole 0.51m, length receive dipole 1.53m, (---)
calculated ideal reflection, (...) calculated simple complex reflection

For h,=2m and 3m, the result is a shift in heightprofile and here the use of multiple reflection
leads to better result except at the highest frequencies (260MHz-300MHz), shown in figure
100. Below 260MHz agreement is good in genera!.
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Figure 100: Normalized E-field as a function of the height of the receive antenna, using two
vertical polarized dipoles; (--) measured: length transmit dipole 1.53m, length receive dipole
0.51m, (-.-.-) measured: length transmit dipole 0.51m, length receive dipole 1.53m, (---)
calculated ideal reflection, (...) calculated simple complex reflection

The measurements using two 1.53m dipoles show a similar difference between use of ideaJ
and complex reflection as described above. There is however one difference: Also at 3m
distance there are substantial differences between the use of ideal and multiple reflection.
Figure 101 shows the average difference between measured and calculated normalized
fieldstrength for different heights of the transmit antenna, hl'
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Figure 101: Average difference between measured and calculated normalized fieldstrength as
a function of the height of the receive antenna for two dipoles of 1.53m, vertical polarization.
The 2...port model with simple complex reflection was used; (--) h,=1m, (---) h,=2m, (...) h,=3m.

The difference between figure 101 and figure 33 shows the same trends. When using two long
dipoles, there is a difference at the middle frequencies with the maximum deviation at 150MHz,
but also large differences at trequencies above 200MHz at a measurement distance of 3m.
These are the result of the presence of a deep minimum and a smal! shift in height. This
combination leads to large errors at the place of the minimum. Figure 102 shows this.
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Figure 102: Normalized E-field as a function of the height of the receive antenna, using two
vertical polarized dipoles of 1.53m; (--) measured, (---) calculated ideal reflection, (...)
calculated simple complex reflection

At 10m distance and the transmit antenna at 1m height, there is a difference between ideal
and multiple reflection, but neither prediction is right. This is shown in figure 103. The same
arguments as in the case of one long dipole can be used: It is not possible to identify the error
without further investigation, but it could be a combination of an incorrect reflection coefficient
and directivity pattern or another external effect, like unwanted reflections or outside sources.
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Figure 103: Normalized E-field as a function of the height of the receive antenna, using two
vertical polarized dipoles of 1.53m; (--) measured, (---) calculated ideal reflection, (...)
calculated simple complex reflection

For h,=2m and 3m results improve by a slight shift in height, only tor very high frequencies
(260MHz-300MHz) theory and measurements deviate. The largest improvement is tound in the
frequency range of (100MHz-200MHz). Figure 104 shows three results to iIIustrate this
improvement.
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calculated simple camplex reflectian
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6 Extrapolation of measured data from 3m to 10m

In the procedure for radio disturbance measurements it is allowed to measure at distances
other than the ones where the Iimits are specified. For most equipment the distance where the
maximum fieldstrength is specified is 10m. In semi anechoic rooms however the measuring
distance is usually 3m. To obtain the result at 10m CISPR 22 suggest to lower the measured
value by 10 dB, which is incorrect as shown before. However EN55022 (European equivalent
of CISPR 22) suggests to use the measured data of 3m as if it were measured at 10m. This
approach would be unacceptable to a manufacturer.
The extrapolation of data from 3m to 10m is a very complex matter, especially in case of radio
disturbance measurements where the source is unknown. In this chapter the goal is to
compare the measured extrapolation factor using two dipoles and the ones calculated with
different modeis.

6.1 DefInitIon of the extrapolatIon factor

In radio disturbance measurements and site attenuation measurements the maximum value of
the electric fieldstrength occurring between 1mand 4m height is used. When extrapolating
data from 3m to 10m, the relation is needed between the maximum fieldstrength occurring
between 1m and 4m height at 3m distance and the maximum between 1m and 4m height at
10m distance. The extrapolation factor is the ratio between the two.

The site atlenuation was defined as

S
VRO VRO AFRA- --:---

VR,max E max

(135)

(136)

where V RD is the voltage indicated by the receiver when connecting the cables and VR,max is the
voltage indicated by the receiver when scanning the receive antenna in height. VR,max can be
related to the maximum fieldstrength by the antenna factor, defined as AF = Emax / V R where
Emax is the maximum incident electric field and V R the voltage indicated by the receiver. This
results in:

x= Emax10 _ AFRVR,maxlo _ VRaARR VR,maxlo _ SA3

Emax3 AFRVR,max3 VRaAFRVR..." SA1Q
(137)

where AFR is the antenna factor of the receive antenna. The extrapolation from 3m to 10m is
equal to the ratio of the site attenuation at both distances, when using the same source and
receive antenna.
The simple site attenuation model resulted in the following expression for the insertion loss.

SA= 125AFrA FR
7tfM P max

(138)
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When calculating the extrapolation it results in the following:

x= S~ =Pmax3

SA10 P max1D

(139)

and thus it only depends on the geometry of the setup and the directivity of transmit and
receive antenna.

In a radio disturbance measurement the unknowns would be the directivity pattern of the EUT
and the height of the souree. If it would be possible to define a (effective) directivity pattern for
an EUT and/or a (effective) height it would be possible to express the extrapolation factor in
terms of SA. Important would be to know how the site influences the heightprofile, especially
the reflection at the groundplane. When these are known however, there is still an immense
problem, since no investigation has been done to determine both height above the ground and
directivity of the souree, which determine the shape of the heightprofile.

As an iIIustration of how the extrapolation factor depends on the height of the souree figure
105 show the extrapolation factor as a function of the frequency for several heights of the
souree, using the simple site attenuation model and assuming N(S}=sin(S}, valid for small
radiators.
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Figure 105: Extrapo/ation factor [dB] as a function of the frequency for different heights of the
transmit antenna, ca/cu/ated with simp/e site attenuation mode/ and small radiators; (--)
hF O.5m, (---) h,=0.75m, (...) h,=1m, (-.-.-) h,=1.25m, (-0-0-) h,=1.5m, (-x-x-) hF 1.75m.

To explain the results the following can be said. In free space and far field of the antenna the
difference in fieldstrength between 3m and 10m would be 10dB. The measured fieldstrength is
the result of the addition of two waves: one direct and one reflected. Because of pathlength
differences their amplitude will never be the same. This means that the total field varies
between zero and 2 times the value in free space, but will never reach the Iimits. With
increasing measurement distance the difference between the pathlengths of direct and
reflected wave decreases. This means that Iimits of 0 and twice the fieldstrength are better met
and the difference of the absolute maxima at 3m and 10m will be approximately 10dB. The
large deviations from this is the result of the fact that the absolute maximum is not reached
between 1mand 4m height.
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For horizontal polarization the image theory results in a minimum at the ground plane. The
fieldstrength will increase with the height above the groundplane. For low frequencies the
maximum is reached at a height bigger than 4m. Since the fieldstrength varies faster at 3m
because of larger differences in path length, the error made at 3m by stopping at 4m is smaller
than at 10m. Therefore the extrapolation factor is larger than 10 dB. The peak in the
extrapolation factor occurs when the first maximum shifts inside the window of 1m to 4m at 3m
distance, but is still higher than 4m at 1Om. The first maximum will always be the largest, since
the pathlength difference is the smallest. For frequencies where both maxima Iie inside the
window of 1m to 4m the extrapolation factor will be approximately 10dB, until the fieldprofile
varies so rapidly that the first maximum is below 1m height.

For vertical polarization the image theory results in a absolute maximum at the groundplane
and the field decreases with increasing height, so the maximum measured value for low
frequencies will be at 1m height. The error made at 10m will be smaller since the fieldstrength
varies slower as a function of the height. The extrapolation factor will be smaller than 10 dB.
The maximum is reached when the first minimum is inside the window at 3m but still outside
the window at 10m distance. After this minimum the fieldstrength increases again and at a
moment the maximum between 1m and 4m will not be at 1m height but 4m. At 10m distance
the maximum is still measured at 1m height. This is the swap in the extrapolation factor. With
increasing frequency in both cases the second maximum will fall inside the window resulting in
an extrapolation factor of approximately 10 dB.

6.2 Measurements and simulations

In the previous chapters two models were presented to calculate the site attenuation: The
simple model, based on far field characteristics of antennas and propagation and the mutual
impedance model, a more exact solution including near field and mutual coupling. For both
models the reflection at the ground can be modelied by an ideal reflection of 1 or -1 depending
on polarization or the more complex solution of a metal plane covered with another medium.

First the extrapolation factor for two horizontal dipoles of 0.51 m will be discussed. In chapter 2
figure 15 and 16 showed that both the simple site attenuation model and 2-port model led to a
calculated site attenuation which agreed weil above 70MHz but showed larger errors for low
frequencies.
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Figure 106: Extrapolation factor [dB] from 3m to 10m measuring distance for maximum
fieldstrength between 1mand 4m height ,measured with two horizontal polarized dipoles of
0.S1m.

For horizontal polarized short dipotes site attenuation was accurate within ±4dB for frequencies
higher than 70MHz. Below this frequency the results started to deviate, mainly because of an
inaccurate modelling of the mismatch between antenna and receiver. This is iIIustrated in the
extrapolation factor, since the errors made at 3m and 10m cancel out. The mismatch is almost
equal for both measurement distances.
The extrapolation factor is in good agreement with the measured extrapolation factor. The
simpte model starts to deviate due to near field effects under 70MHz, but this improves with
the 2-port model. The use of multiple reflection does not influence results much, since for
horizontal polarization site attenuation was also not affected.
Extrapolation for horizontal dipoles at the heights of 1m, 2m and 3m is fairly close to 10 dB.

The site attenuation for vertical polarized short dipoles showed also small errors above 70MHz.
When the measured and calculated site attenuation are subtracted, differences become
apparent. Figure 107 shows measured and calculated extrapolation factors for all heights of
the transmit antenna and all modeis.
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Figure 107: Extrapolation factor [dB] from 3m to 10m measuring distance far maximum
fieldstrength between 1mand 4m height ,measured with two vertical palarized dipales af
0.51m.

Several aspects are of interest. First the figure shows that there is only a very small difference
between the simple model and the 2-port model. The results differ 1 dB maximum. With the
transmit antenna at 2m and 3m height, there are small differences between theory and
measurement and between modeIs. The complex reflection coefficient does not affect results
much and as shown in previous chapters, both simple and 2-port model predict site attenuation
equally weil for higher frequencies.

With the transmit antenna at 1m height, the results differ more. The previous chapters showed
a deviation in predicted site attenuation similar for all models and this is also visible in the
different calculated extrapolation factors. There is a small difference between 2-port model and
simple model, but the use of a complex reflection coefficient causes a difference of up to
almost 10 dB compared to ideal reflection.

The comparison with the measured data lead to the same considerations as the results of the
site attenuation. The use of complex reflection shows a trend also seen in the measured data.
The complex reflection predicts a minimum in extrapolation at 230MHz in calculated data, but
the simple reflection model is not accurate enough. Both the use of ideal and complex
reflection lead to a difference of maximum ± 7dB between measured and calculated
extrapolation factor, so neither model predicts extrapolation weil. Figure 108 show the
extrapolation factor when using a dipole of 1.53m as a transmit antenna and a dipole of 0.51 m
as a receive antenna for all heights of the transmit antenna and all site attenuation modeIs.
The predicted site attenuation showed a large error around 200 MHz, since there the long
dipole is a wavelength long.
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Figure 108: Extrapolation factor [dB] from 3m to 10m measuring distance for maximum
fieldstrength between 1mand 4m height ,measured with vertical polarized transmit dipale of
1.53m and receive dipale of 0.51m.

Figure 108 shows that also here the extrapolation factor deviates from 10 dB. The results
confirm that the error seen in the site attenuation is mostly due to an incorrect antenna factor,
since it cancels out in the extrapolation factor. Surprisingly the use of the complex reflection
coefficient leads to far worse results than ideal reflection and the simple site attenuation model
does a little better than the 2-port model. This seems a contradiction. Previous chapters
showed that the 2-port model led to equal or better results compared to the simple model,
especially for the fieldstrength as a function of the height of the receive antenna and thus led
to better Normalized Site Attenuations. Since the extrapolation factor is the difference between
(Normalized) Site Attenuations, the expectation is that this will also be better. That this is not
the case lies in the fact that results were better, but not perfect. There are still deviations that
are not investigated, Iike balun and faults caused by the setup and a simple approximation of
reflection at the ground (or to complicated). There is a possibility that several deviations to the
simple model cancel out. This should be further investigated. It is a surprise, that the simple
site attenuation model, not able to predict the fieldstrength as a function of the height of the
receive antenna very weil, does so weil with the extrapolation factor.

This is also shown in figure 109, which shows the extrapolation for two vertical polarized
dipoles of 1.53m. Although the both site attenuation and fieldstrength as function of the height
of the receive antenna differ several dB's, the extrapolation factor agrees quite good with the
measured data.
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Figure 109: Extrapolation factor [dB] from 3m to 10m measuring distance for maximum
fieldstrength between 1mand 4m height ,measured with two vertical polarized dipales of
1.53m.

The results in this chapter shows that in the case of two dipoles the extrapolation factor is
predicted by subtracting the site attenuation of 3m and 10m quite weil. Surprisingly however
the most simple model gives the best results. To identify the cause is difficult with this data,
because it could be, that some possible deviations mentioned in chapter 2 cancel out each
other or that for example the modelling of the reflection at the ground is not correct. Apparently
there are still other factors at play than the ones mentioned in this report.

When the extrapolation factor is to be used for emission measurements, two things are
important. The reflection at the ground, but that is a site characteristic and the directivity of the
'source'. When this can be modelled it should be possible to use the site attenuation model for
extrapolating emission data to another distance than the one measured at.
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7 Conclusions and recommendations

The simple site attenuation model and 2-port model showed large deviations in site
attenuation, very similar for bath modeis. The main reason for this is the incorrect modelling of
the input impedance in combination with the balun. The theoretical input impedance of the
dipale of 0.51m showed a large imaginary part for low frequencies «100MHz) and the 1.53m
dipale showed an infinite input impedance when it was one wave length long. The cause is the
assumption of a sinusoidal current distribution. The input current is zero when the length is one
wavelength and thus the input impedance is infinite. Ta achieve better calculated site
attenuation results, a more precise way should be found to obtain the total input impedance of
a dipale of finite length in case it is not matched to the receiver.

The balun used was a braadband balun, transforming 1:1. lts characteristics should be
investigated to see whether the large input impedances are transformed correctly 1:1 to the
output terminals and na additional losses are introduced.

When the amplitude is excluded and site attenuation is normalized to OdB at every frequency,
the normalized fieldstrength as a function of the height of the receive antenna can be
evaluated. This is also a measure for the Normalized site attenuation (NSA).

For horizontal polarization the simple site attenuation models performs very weil, since
directivity does not influence results. The use of the 2-port model showed a small deviation of
±1dB at 30MHz. Mutual coupling accounts for a small ripple on the measured data and
influences site attenuation very Iittle. The use of the 2-port model does not lead to big
improvements.

For vertical polarization the 2-port model lead to better Normalized fieldprofiles, compared to
the simple model. Mutual coupling is not strong for vertical polarized dipales, but near field
analysis impraves results for low frequencies and all dipale lengths. The site attenuation differs
in these cases up to 2 dB. For frequencies above 70MHz bath models give equal results.

The normalized fieldstrength as a function of the height als0 impraves for long dipales at 3m
distance and higher frequencies. The far field conditions are still not met at 300MHz and 3m
distance. At 10m distance there are little difference between simple and 2-port model.

The results show that for small radiators the simple model gives adequate results, with only a
small difference for very low frequencies. When radiators are used langer than a half wave
length, the use of the 2-port model impraves results significantly.

Very large deviations were obtained between measurement and calculated fieldprofile at 10m
distance for vertical polarization. Results improved significantly by assuming that the pavement
on top of the metal groundplane influenced reflection and was modelied by reflection at a
medium with different permittivity.

A simple model was given, which leads to good results for a medium with a permittivity which
is substantially larger than air (er=5 was assumed) and angles of incidence not close to 90°. An
exact goniometrical solution should imprave results for all cases.
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Although results indicate that the pavement influenced reflection at the ground, it is not
possible to draw firm and exact conclusions from just one set of measurements. There are
other factors that could be of influence, of which some are mentioned in chapter 2.
Measurements should be repeated with attention paid to cable lay out and preferably with a
single metal mesh as a groundplane. In this way reproducibility can be verified and a reflection
coefficient of 1 or -1 is obtained. The results presented in chapter 4 should be considered as a
first step in investigating reflection of a covered groundplane.

The extrapolation from the maximum fieldstrength at 3m to the maximum fieldstrength
occurring at 10m distance can be defined as the difference between the site attenuation at
those distances. In the case of two dipoles the results were in good agreement, but the simple
model led to the best results surprisingly. The complex reflection coefficient led to an
extrapolation factor much worse than ideal reflection, and the 2-port model performed a IiWe
worse than the simple one. By subtracting site attenuation of 3m and 10m some errors that
occur at both distances cancel out, like the mismatch between antenna, but an accurate
description of the NSA is necessary to obtain accurate results. The problems encountered in
predicting the site attenuation should be investigated better by new measurements and
considering the factors mentioned in chapter 2, like cable lay out and influence of the balun.

When the site attenuation model is to be used for the extrapolation factor in emission
measurements, two things are needed: The (equivalent) height of the source (or sources) in an
EUT should be estimated and an (equivalent) directivity pattern must be known. This will still
need a lot of investigation, but when possible (for a class of products) it should yield good
results.
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